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Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com.
Letters can also be mailed to 217 Sierra Dr. SE, Albuquerque, N.M., 87108 or faxed to (505) 346-0660.
Letters—including comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length

and clarity; owing to the volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.

Prioritize Alzheimer’s 
Dear Editor,
New Mexico has 38,000 persons living with
Alzheimer’s disease and dementia and many of
them face the challenges of living in rural and
isolated communities without healthcare support
or services. The fact that this happens every day
underscores the growing public health crisis of
Alzheimer’s disease in our state.

Did you know that Alzheimer disease is the
most expensive disease in America at $259
billion annually and that it is the sixth leading
cause of death with no cure, treatment or
prevention?

I was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease 5
years ago at age 53. I am a volunteer advocate for
the Alzheimer’s Association, N.M. Chapter
because I believe that the impact of this disease
affects us all in New Mexico and in the nation.
The time to do something is now. Many voices
are needed let our lawmakers know that
Alzheimer’s is a priority. Your voice added to mine
can make a difference. Ask your Congresswomen
Michelle Lujan Grisham to make these issues a
priority.

—Increased funding to the National Institutes
of Health for Alzheimer’s research. The amount
requested in fiscal year 2019 is an additional $425
million.

—Support of the BOLD Infrastructure for
Alzheimer’s Act (S. 2076/H.R. 4256), which
would create an Alzheimer’s public health
infrastructure across the country to implement
effective Alzheimer’s interventions focused on
public health issues such as increasing early
detection and diagnosis, reducing risk and
preventing avoidable hospitalizations.      

David M. Esquivel.
Ambassador, Alzheimer’s Association

Albuquerque

Hatin’Haaland
Dear Alibi,
This was a bad week for Ole New Mexico to
endorse Deb Haaland in the NM CD-1
Congressional race. It was, after all, the same
week that Nicole Bagg, a former 2016 National
Delegate from Las Cruces, held an ABQ press
conference to denounce Haaland’s malicious
malfeasance against Bagg (back in 2016), when
Deb was still the DPNM State Chair (and Nicole
was still a hopeful Democrat).

Importantly, Ms. Bagg believes that Deb
behaved so irresponsibly in her role as State
Chair that Nicole’s faith in the Democratic Party,
and in any kind of concerted political action, was
permanently snuffed out. Without going too
deeply into the Haaland-Bagg case, let it be said
that, as chair, Haaland facilitated an extra two
years of emotional and sexual predation by now
former Doña Ana County Commissioner John
Vasquez. 

In a very real sense, Haaland, who was
relatively healthy physically, was more
irresponsible in allowing the alcoholic Vasquez to
act out against numerous Democratic women,
than was Vasquez himself. Especially because
Commissioner Vasquez was also notorious for
being social friends with racists and people with
antisocial qualities.

However, when it comes to enablers, no one
matches DPNM Executive Chair Joe Kabourek,
in his obsequious gatekeeping for the Debster. Joe
is he who allows Deb Haaland to pose as a tough,
decisive leader, rather than the empty-headed
bowl of Jell-O she is in real life.

So, both Joe and his Oliver Hardy sidekick,
Treasurer Robert Lara, ran interference for Deb
when Nicole Bagg first complained of being
accosted by Vasquez. Then, when Nicole actually
bumped into Haaland in Oct. 2016, during the
Silver City SCC meeting, Deb turned tail and
refused to even speak to the abused lady from Las
Cruces. This behavior is par for this incompetent
pseudo-leader.

In truth, Haaland, Kabourek and Robert Lara
are not just bumbling bureaucrats, who were
clueless about the raging manchild Vasquez.
Realistically, the unholy trio conspired, for
personal and career reasons, to cover up the
commissioner’s legitimately criminal behavior
against numerous vulnerable professional women
in the Democratic Party of New Mexico.

Regrettably, Nicole Bagg, at great cost to her
personal life, has been the only one with the
courage to call out these poor excuses for party
leadership. So, we can only applaud when Ms.
Bagg called on Thursday for Executive Director
Kabourek to resign and for Deb Haaland to drop
out of the race for CD-1 Congressperson. If
Nicole were truly vindictive, she would file
malfeasance suits against these three and an
assault charge against John Vasquez.

But, if she has decided to abstain from more
punitive action, the rest of us as Democrats, and
as citizens desiring justice, must take up her call
for Kabourek’s termination. More importantly, we
must demand that Deb Haaland stop disgracing
the Democratic Party, and drop out of the
Congressional race.

Ya basta! Enough!
Robb Chavez 
Albuquerque

Berry’s Folly
Dear Alibi,
The City Council and the mayor bamboozled us
again, but this time in a big way. They voted for
the ART project thinking that Hillary was going
to win. Thus ensuring more federal funding for
their little “project” and knowing full-well
Albuquerque did not have sufficient money to
complete it. 

Well. The Democrat-run city government has
declared us a bleeding heart “sanctuary city.” Do
you really thing the feds are going to go along
with Burque begging for money on the street
corner now? 

When are people going to wise up? Why is
there only one state—Mississippi—more poor
than New Mexico?

You can go down the list of cities and states
that liberal Democrats have destroyed! I have
been a victim of four burglaries, three armed
robberies, two automobile accidents where the
driver at fault had no license and no insurance!

That money could have gone a long way to
fight crime—and the crappy condition of the
dangerous Downtown district.

A. Gonzales,
Albuquerque a
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Dateline: United Kingdom
Parishioners at a medieval church in Essex

are relieved now that their first public

restroom has been blessed by a bishop.

According to a press release issued by the

Church of England in Essex and East

London Diocese of Chelmsford, the

Reverend Derek Clark, a semi-retired farmer

and roofer, decided to do something about

his dwindling congregation when he realized

that a lack of public facilities was driving

them away. To remedy the situation, he

purchased a 23-foot long and 7-foot wide

refurbished portable restroom with his own

funds. The reverend reportedly tows the

lavatory behind his tractor three miles to

All Saints’ Church in the hamlet of Ulting

from his farm twice a month. Bishop of

Chelmsford Stephen Cottrell was called to

the church last month to bless the portable

john. He said it was the first time he’d been

asked to bless a toilet. The new restrooms

have reportedly attracted more people to the

church in recent weeks. The reverend says

attendance has gone from around 6 or 8

people to between 20 and 30 people since

their introduction. Clark told reporters at

The Sun that the idea came to him from

God, but he also said he’d seen examples of

the portable restrooms at agricultural shows.

Dateline: Hawaii
A man who has survived being attacked by a

bear and a rattlesnake was attacked by a

shark last month. Dylan McWilliams, of

Grand Junction, Colo., told local news

KJCT8 in Colorado that while body

boarding off the island of Kauai in Hawaii,

he was attacked by a tiger shark that was

reportedly six to eight feet in length. He

told reporters that he saw the underwater

predator swimming beneath him and

managed to kick it before swimming to

shore. According to BBC News,

McWilliams required seven stitches in his

leg to treat the wound left by the distinctive

shark bite. While speaking to local reporters,

his mother clarified that this was not the

first incident in which her son had been

attacked by wild animals. She claims he has

been attacked by skunks, raccoons, a

rattlesnake and a mother moose. It was also

revealed that he escaped a bear attack in

2017 while camping in the Colorado

wilderness. The bear reportedly grabbed

McWilliams by the back of the head before

the man began “poking it in the eye,”

driving the animal away. He was badly

mauled and received nine staples in his head

as a result. He told reporters that the attacks

can be blamed on “bad luck.” McWilliams is

currently waiting for his wounds to heal so

he can return to bodyboarding. McWilliams

is a survival training instructor. He teaches

students how to survive in the wilderness

and “live off the land like the explorers did.”

Dateline: Sweden
Sweden has admitted publicly that Swedish

meatballs are, in fact, Turkish. The official

Twitter account of Sweden said last week

that the famous Swedish dish was actually

derived from a Turkish recipe given to King

Charles XII in the early 18th century. “Let’s

stick to the facts!” the tweet exclaimed. It is

unclear what prompted members in the

government to make the admission. The

New York Times reported that the tweet led

to media attention in Turkey, where it has

been suggested in a toungue-in-cheek

fashion that Sweden has stolen other

Turkish cultural staples. The account

responded to comments, noting that the

traditional combination of lingonberry jam

and meatballs is specific to Sweden.

According to South China Morning Post,

Swedish meatballs aren’t the only dish

whose country of origin is often

misrepresented. They report that spaghetti

might have come from China before making

ts way to Europe thanks to Marco Polo.

Dateline: Scotland
Scientists have developed a contact lens

that will allow users to shoot laser beams

from their eyes. According to a study

recently published in Nature, researchers at

the University of St. Andrews in Scotland

have created an ultrathin and flexible

membrane that measures less than a

thousandth of a millimeter thick that can be

attached to a contact lens and worn on the

eyes. The membrane is made from an

organic semiconducting polymer that emits

very low-powered laser light when

illuminated by another laser. The membrane

is able to produce a scannable barcode with

a series of unique laser lines projected from

the surface. It requires no battery, since the

semiconducting polymer fluoresces when

exposed to light and will theoretically not

harm the user’s retina, as the emission is of

low intensity. The technology has not been

tested on a human eye, yet. Researchers

instead used a cow’s eye for

experimentation. It is unclear what the

membrane will be used for, but it has been

suggested that it could be used to

authenticate currency and as a reliable

identification marker for people. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news

to josh@alibi.com.
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MVD ID Requirements Questioned

A temporary restraining order was filed against

the New Mexico Motor Vehicle Division

requesting that the agency suspend its practice

of illegally denying driver’s licenses and state

IDs to eligible residents.

According to a press release from the New

Mexico Coalition to End Homelessness and

Somos Un Pueblo Unido, a temporary

restraining order was filed in state district court

against the New Mexico Taxation and Revenue

Department and the Motor Vehicles Division

last week. The order requests that the MVD

stop denying ID applications to eligible

residents until a class action lawsuit filed earlier

this year is resolved.

The two groups filed the lawsuit against the

MVD in January, claiming the department failed

to implement a state law set in place in 2016

which gave residents the option of applying for

a second-tier license instead of the federally-

approved Real ID compliant driver’s license. The

optional identification cards—a driver’s

authorization card and state ID that does not

meet federal standards—were made available to

non-citizens or those who were unable to

comply with Real ID requirements. However, the

suit filed in January claimed that MVD

employees were asking for more documentation

than is required by the new law, including a

social security card.

If granted, the injunction will force MVD to

halt the observance of “illegal regulations,”

notify all residents who were denied a card in

writing of the reason for their denial and record

and preserve the name and mailing address of

anyone whose application is denied.

PED Teacher Prep Rule Criticized

A proposed plan by the New Mexico Public

Education Department that would give it

authority to oversee the state’s teacher

development programs is facing opposition from

educators and school groups.

The proposed rule would give PED the

power to rate and close teacher preparation

programs at the state’s higher education

institutions. According to the Albuquerque

Journal, these programs are currently reviewed

by national accrediting bodies.

The new rule would allow PED to observe a

program’s training sessions, evaluate

prospective teachers using the state’s

evaluation system and would require programs

to keep detailed records of evaluations going

back at least five years. The programs would be

graded by PED annually on their effectiveness

to produce quality teaching candidates that

meet department expectations.

Following the announcement of the

proposal, a public hearing was held by PED in

which a number of educators and residents

voiced concerns about the proposed rule. Some

felt the department was overstepping their

authority and needed to rework some aspects

of the rule. The director of teacher education at

Santa Fe Community College, Dawn Wink, read

a letter signed by college of education deans

from across the state, citing concerns over

PED’s evaluation system.

PED Secretary-designate Christopher

Ruszkowski reportedly said the rule is being

evaluated and that “all feedback will be

considered.”  a

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEENEWS | COUNCiL WatCh

Balloons and Biology
Council examines civic issues

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

D
ignity in death, landing spots for hot air
balloons and nurturing a bioscience
community were the some of the hot topics

at the May 7 regular Albuquerque City Council
meeting.

Limited Landing Spots
City Councilors approved creating a task force to
look for land that can be preserved for the
landing sites for the hundreds, if not thousands,
of hot air balloons that routinely grace the city’s
skies. Paul Smith, executive director of the
Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta, said
the city has a dwindling number of empty urban
land spots for balloons to land. He said it takes a
half to a whole acre for one balloon to safely
land. Smith added that there are a number of
ways to increase the number of possible spots by
encouraging people to allow balloons to land on
their private property, using appropriate parking
lots, community parks and preserving urban
open space.
Westside Councilor Cynthia Borrego said she

had a recent experience where she saw this need
for more open land first hand, when a hot air
balloon hit her neighbor’s house before bouncing
out onto a busy Westside street to land.

Dying Choices
Support for doctors to help terminally ill patients
die with dignity was unanimously passed by the
Council. The resolution, co-sponsored by
Councilors Isaac Benton and Diane Gibson,
urges the New Mexico state Legislature to enact
the Medical Aid in Dying or The End of Life
Options Act. House Reps. Bill McCamley and
Debbie Armstrong introduced a House bill
during the last short session of the Legislature
but ran out of time before a vote could be taken.
“Dignity in dying is a basic human right for

all,” one tearful public speaker said.
Councilor Benton spoke about his own

family’s journey with a terminally ill loved one
who had to go out of state to die with dignity. 
Retired District Court Judge Elizabeth

Whitefield spoke bravely and eloquently with a
trach tube attached to her about how she
supports this resolution because she may be one
of the people that will use it. Whitefield said she
has terminal cancer. “I am the face of one of the
users of this bill,” Whitefield said. “I know my
death is going to be painful. This will allow me
to have the dignity that cancer has taken away
from the rest of my life. It allows competent
people a dignified way to die.”
Albuquerque will join other cities across the

state in drafting similar resolutions in support of
a bill to allow doctors to help terminally ill,
competent adults who are physically able to take
their own medication, end their lives, and legally
protect doctors assisting them.

Bioscience? What?
Councilors approved a $100,000 agreement with
the New Mexico Bioscience Authority to create
a “Community Bioscience Ready Program”
which is intended to attract more bioscience
industry to the city. The Bioscience Authority
plans to locate in the Innovation Central
District at Central and Broadway. It will promote
and facilitate new start-ups, and plant the seeds
for a thriving bioscience industry. 
Here in Burque the biotech/bioscience

industry produces a variety of items such as
surgical supplies to injectable pharmaceuticals to
homeopathic products. Many companies are
spin-offs from Sandia National Laboratories and
the University of New Mexico.
New Mexico’s bioscience industry includes

nearly 700 businesses with about 9,300
employees bringing in about $1.2 billion
annually. Nationwide, the bioscience industry
created an additional 5 million jobs. UNM has a
Center for Biomedical Engineering as well.

Public Spaces
Councilors approved a study to set a fee structure
for renting space in city-owned community
buildings. According to bill sponsor Councilor
Brad Winter, the intent is to develop standard
city-wide policy with set fees across all the
departments, since different departments were
using different rental amounts for similar city
property. Along with an updated policy, the
Council will consider raises in the fee structure.

Speaking Out
‘No more nuclear waste through our town’ was
one of the main messages made by those
addressing the Council during public comment
time. Several speakers referenced a memorial
introduced by Councilor Pat Davis opposing the
radioactive waste traveling through Albuquerque

by rail on its way to a proposed new nuclear
waste dump location in southern New Mexico.
“We are facing as many as 10,000 shipments of
radioactive waste traveling through our
community,” one speaker said. The memorial
will be on the table at the May 21 Council
meeting. Other citizen comments supported the
end of life option bill and condemned airstrikes
on Syria.

Stepping Up
Folks who stepped up to volunteer on public
service boards include: Fred E. Mondragon to the
Lodgers’ Tax Advisory Board; Diane Harrison
Ogawa to the Indicators Progress Commission;
David Stromberg to the Greater Albuquerque
Bicycling Advisory Committee; Coby
Livingstone to the Para Transit Advisory Board;
Steve Vatoseow to the Central Avenue Business
Advisory Board; Tim Nisly, Matthew Biggs,
Paulette M. Baca, Michael M. Silva Jr. and
Kenneth J. Carson to the Small Business
Regulatory Advisory Committee; Christopher
M. Schroeder to the Information Services
Committee; Jesse A. Herron to the Lodgers’ Tax
Advisory Board; Crystiana M. Baca-Bosiljevac to
the Biological Park Board; Cynthia D. Serna to
the Metropolitan Parks and Recreation Advisory
Board; Sandra McCardell to the Albuquerque
Energy Council and Troy Alan Bradley to the
Balloon Museum Board of Trustees. a

Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting 

Monday, May 21, 5pm

Vincent E. Griego Chambers 

Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Government Center

1 Civic Plaza NW

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

The Albuquerque City Council ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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The Battle for Governor
Three Dem candidates fight the good fight

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
few weeks ago, Weekly Alibi did its best to
warn readers why a Republican Steve
Pearce governorship might yet happen

here in New Mexico. Now as the Democratic
Primary election approaches, let’s take a closer
look at the Democratic Party’s plans—
embodied by three politicos seeking the
nomination to move forward to November—to
thwart efforts to keep a Republican in our
state’s top office.
We’ll endorse a candidate in this race in a

few weeks. Until then, here’s a roundup of the
Democratic candidates and highlights of their
assorted platforms for the office of governor of
the state of New Mexico. Readers who want a
deeper look at the donkeys running for
governor are invited to check out individual
websites for a complete low-down leading up to
the June 5 primary election.

Jeff Apodaca
Hailing from Las Cruces and Santa Fe,

N.M., Apodaca is the son of former governor
Jerry Apodaca, who served in the position from
1976 to 1980. Until recently, the younger
Apodaca cut his professional teeth as a media
executive, where he served in upper
management positions at Univision, Tribune
Broadcasting, AOL and the CBS Television
Network. In the past few years, he returned to
his home state to manage Univision stations in
the rocky mountain states.
Plain spoken, Apodaca recently tweeted,

“I’m not running because it’s my turn. I’m
running to turn New Mexico around, because
it’s your turn, it’s New Mexico’s turn.” This
candidate’s platform reflects that common
citizen appeal and goes something like this:
Apodaca is convinced that our state is at

the bottom of many lists—economic,
educational and cultural—due to
mismanagement. Further he maintains that he
can turn the state around by accessing $23
billion in investment funds that our state
government is “sitting on.” According to
recent reports in the press, this huge amount of
potential funding for state programs is “an asset
trove larger than many developing countries.”
Although questions remain about how such
revenue sources could be used to bolster our
state’s economy, Apodaca is clearly convinced
that capitalizing and using such funds could
ensure economic security for our state in future
years.
As part of an overarching economic plan to

reestablish the Land of Enchantment’s money
power, Apodaca plans to launch investment
plans worth billions, update our lagging tax
system and create and maintain preference for

New Mexico small businesses. By bringing
investments into the state, Apodaca further
plans to update and repair an aging
infrastructure, grow our rural economies and
then further invest in state-developed
technologies and start-ups.
Although economics plays a substantial role

in Apodaca’s platform, he has also been
noticeably vocal on the subject of cannabis. As
governor, Apodaca would convene a
conference of parties interested in medical
cannabis, adult recreational cannabis use and
hemp manufacturing, all in the hopes of
creating and passing unified cannabis
legislation that would legalize cannabis in
2019.

Joe Cervantes
Cervantes, a graduate of the UNM Law

School, is also from Doña Ana county, where
he served in both houses of New Mexico’s
Legislature. In this capacity, Cervantes says he
“successfully passed laws by working with
legislators from both parties and has [therefore]
overcome gridlock...”
Cervantes’ message to voters also focuses on

the economic woes and possibilities the state
currently faces. This candidate believes the key
to regaining our stature as a solidly and
economically progressive state rests on the
shoulders of our younger citizens. By providing
quality education and jobs to high school and
college graduates, Cervantes believes New
Mexico can ultimately flourish. He’s against
corporate tax cuts and will focus on growing
small business. Further, his platform calls for
collboration between education, business and
technology sectors in order to provide
sustainable growth here.
Improving the quality and efficiency of state

educational institutions as means of revitalizing
the state’s economy is a keystone in Cervante’s

march forward, but so, also is a recognition of
our state’s rich Hispanic culture and therefore,
its dependence on immigrant communities
throughout the state.
After recent developments along the

southern border—and an appearance by US
Attorney General Jeff Sessions, Cervantes
released the following statement regarding our
relationship with Latin America, writing, “As
the Senator who represents this area of New
Mexico, I have the experience of working
within our borders communities to address the
unique conditions of living along the border.
We need to be working hand in hand with our
southern neighbors in Mexico, to grow our
economy, continue international trade and
other economic development opportunities. I
am opposed to militarizing our borders and will
work with local officials to implement best
practices, not outsiders from Washington, D.C.
We should not be caving to the misguided
policies of the Trump administration like
Governor Martinez has.”

Michelle Lujan Grisham
It goes without saying that Grisham,

currently serving out her term as District 1 US
Representative for New Mexico, also sees
change from the normative as a path to glory
for New Mexicans and their lives here in
America.
She also graduated from the law school at

UNM, and has previously served as the director
of the state’s agency on aging, as well as the
Secretary of the N.M. Department of Health
and on the Bernalillo County Commission. As
a congresswoman, Grisham is currently on the
Budget and Agriculture Committees.
Because of her experience as a lawmaker

and especially because of her work as health
secretary, Grisham believes that she is the most
prepared of the candidates “to step in and

reverse the Martinez Administration’s damage
to our physical and behavioral health systems.”
Economically, Grisham plans to use a

portion of the the Severance Tax Permanent
Fund to invest in New Mexico businesses and
further proposes doubling film production work
in the state to further augment revenue coming
into Nuevo Mexico’s coffers. Importantly,
Grisham also has proposed immediately raising
the state’s minimum wage, in order to give
more than 100,000 citizens access to buying
power that will help break the cycle of poverty.
Grisham has also spoken out on the issue of

public safety and her platform contains plans to
strengthen local police forces with more
officers and resources, as well as to crack down
on domestic violence while diverting from
incarceration non-violent drug offenders. The
candidate’s position on cannabis has been clear
for some time and if elected, she plans to
support legislation that would legalize
recreational use of the plant that prioritizes
public safety and uses much needed revenue
from cannabis sales to improve living
conditions statewide.

And in the End ...
Clearly, all three of these public servants are

qualified to be our next governor. Though they
vary slightly in regards to policies and
legislation they would pursue, it’s certain that
they provide a bright alternative to another
four years of Republican control with Trumpian
overtones. By voting Democratic in the general
election, citizens have a rare opportunity to
rebuke the backwards looking agenda of the
current administrations, state and federal. With
all of that said, happy voting Burqueños! a

The New Mexico Primary Election

Tuesday, June 5, 2018

bernco.gov/clerk/elections.aspx

Jeff Apodaca Joe Cervantes Michelle Lujan Grisham
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SATURDAYMAY 12

THURSDAYMAY 10

AOHA NUI LOA

May is Asian Pacific American Heritage
Month and in honor of generations who
have contributed to the rich tapestry of
our history, the National Museum of
Nuclear Science and History is
celebrating this Saturday, May 12. From
10am to 3pm, check out beautiful lion
dancers, intense taiko drumming, plus
try your hand at traditional art forms
like origami, calligraphy and brush
painting. Talin Market and Chopstix
provide food samples. See the museum’s
website for a full list of performances
and activities. This event is included in
regular museum admission which is
$12 for adults, $10 for children and
kids under 5 are free. NATIONAL MUSEUM
OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND HISTORY 601 EUBANK
BLVD SE, 10AM TO 3PM alibi.com/v/5of6. (Taylor
Grabowsky) a

LEARN TO SWORD FIGHT, IMPRESS MOM

If you’ve ever wanted to learn sword fighting choreography—and, let’s be real, who hasn’t?—then you finally get
your chance to make that happen this weekend. On Saturday, May 12 from 1:45 to 5:45pm at the The Yards,
Adrian Paul teaches some of the original choreography from the first Highlander movie at the Sword
Experience. Tickets are $50 for spectators and $285 to $363 to actually learn the art and wield the swords.
Since it’s Mother’s Day weekend, moms get in for free if their kid has purchased a participant ticket. Tons of kids
showing off their sword skills to their moms? Awesome. THE YARDS 777 FIRST STREET SW, 1:45 TO 5:45PM
alibi.com/v/5nw7. (Robin Babb) a

CHAIN GANG

Throw it back—like way, way back—all the way to
the dark ages—this Saturday, May 12, with a visit
to the Central & Unser Library. During this
workshop Genevieve Brechtel, owner of Making
Medieval Modern, a contemporary chain maille
business, leads makers of all ages in an introductory
workshop on the antiquarian metal art. Visitors to
this free workshop not only get a new view on
history, but also walk away with their own chain
maille bracelet. Get your battle armor ready for
summer by showing up at the library branch at
1pm. CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY 8081 CENTRAL AVE NW, 1
TO 3PM alibi.com/v/5o22. (Maggie Grimason) a

HERE IN THE NOT SO
WESTERN WORLD

Gamelan is the name of the traditional music that
flows out of Bali and Indonesia. Using large ensembles
composed of various complex percussion instruments,
the music of Gamelan is named after the Indonesian
word for mallet. The sound produced by these
percussion instruments and mallets used to strike
them is very different than 12-tone Western music
that incorporates uneven intervals, note subsets and
minor scales; the tuning for such instruments and
ensembles is equally complicated and vastly different
from Western systems too, making for a listening
experience both interesting and often unheard of. On
Sunday, May 13 from 3 to 5pm, Outpost Performance
Space hosts Burque’s own Gamelan group, Gamelan
Encantada. This group of studied musicians—who
happen to be artists in residence at the UNM
Composers’ Symposium—bring their vital and vibrant
sounds to life for a mere $15 to $20. Join them as
they explore one of the richest musical traditions of
any point on Earth, east or west. OUTPOST PERFORMANCE
SPACE 210 YALE BLVD SE, 3 TO 5PM alibi.com/v/5kuk. (August
March) a

ANOTHER LEVEL

Don’t miss out on your chance to experience
the unique and otherworldly sounds of
traditional throat singing. Chirgilchin—a
group of musicians from Western Mongolia—
perform this rare art in which a singer can
produce two voices simultaneously in
sustained, droning notes that have long
been associated with trance induction
and altered states. These beautiful sounds
have a special impact when experienced
in person, and this Thursday, May 10, at
the Ernie Pyle Library, music fans and
psychonauts of all ages are invited to a
free concert from noon to 1pm. A sense
of wonderment—while not required—is
encouraged. ERNIE PYLE LIBRARY 900 GIRARD
SE, NOON TO 1PM alibi.com/v/5o2i. (Joshua Lee)

a

RAYMOND’S BAND

If you want some real feels then there’s
always the Outpost Performance Space.
That’s where the jazz is in Burque. If you
want to know how that feels, then visit the
storied venue on Thursday, May 10 for a
performance by rising-star trumpeter John
Raymond and his band. Raymond, named
one of the top players by Downbeat
Magazine brings his horn and everything
that toots out of it for a performance
featuring music that is, according to the
legendary jazz magazine, “electrifyingly
new and strangely familiar at the same
time. With his mix of modern sounds and old-fashioned feeling, Raymond is steering jazz in the right direction.”
John Raymond & Real Feels are touring on the strength of a new release called Joy Ride and hope listeners join
them for a jazzy escapade that is both joyful and a ride away from the normative. Tickets to this performance
cost between $20 and $25 and the jazz trance begins at 7:30pm, open to all ages. OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE
210 YALE BLVD SE, 7:30 TO 9:30PM alibi.com/v/5kug. (August March) a
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COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY MAY 10
KIMO THEATRE UNM College of Fine Ar ts Spring 2018

Convocation Ceremony. Three speakers, a live quartet, a student

performance, refreshments and an introduction to the graduates

of 2018. 423 Central Ave NW. 10am-noon. 768-3544.

alibi.com/v/5o3i.

KIDS
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Hip-Hop with Keshet Dance.

Preschoolers use isolated movements, rhythmic techniques and

explosive stage presence to express themselves through great

music. 10:15-11am. alibi.com/v/5nzz. Also, STEAM Drop-In: The

Science of Bubbles! A program for children ages 5 to 12 with

weekly themes. 6901 Barstow St NE. 2:30-4pm. 857-8321.

alibi.com/v/5p3q.

LEARN
HOMEWISE, Santa Fe New Homebuyer Night. Homewise offers

everything needed to become a homeowner including services

for a variety of incomes. 1301 Siler Rd. 5-6pm. ALL-AGES!

983-9473. alibi.com/v/5ore.

SELF SERVE Mastering the BJ: Interactive Skills. This class is for

anyone who has a dick in their life and wants to show it some

oral love. Sterilized dildos for practicing provided. 3904 Central

Ave SE. $15-$20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/5o8b.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
BEAR CANYON SENIOR CENTER Dancing with the Bars. A move-

ment exercise form of dancing to the bars of music as well as a

total body workout. Classes focus on stretching and strengthening

with music ranging from choral arrangments to funk. 4645 Pitt

NE. $2. 8:30-9:15am. ALL-AGES! 332-0446. alibi.com/v/5ob8.

CASA FLAMENCA Flamenco Dance Spring Classes. Students of

all levels learn a variety of dance techniques. Recieve 10 percent

off when you mention “Alibi.” 401 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $12-$160.

5:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 247-0622. alibi.com/v/5fiq.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO A Better, Happier

You. Meditations to cultivate a lighter, more positive attitude

toward life. 142 Monroe St NE. $10. 6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES!

292-5293. alibi.com/v/5ntw.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba Bliss. Zumba,

Latin dancing and kickboxing for all fitness levels. 3215 Central

Ave NE. $5. 4:40-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 977-8881.

alibi.com/v/54yp.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Boomers Plus Beginning

Flamenco. A gentle flamenco class for adults, seniors and absolute

beginners. 1620 Central Ave SE. $13. Noon-1pm. 242-7600.

alibi.com/v/5f3w.

REMEDY DAY SPA Prana Vinyasa Flow. Students focus on linking

conscious breath with a mindful flow. All levels welcome. 113

Vassar Dr SE. $10. 6-7pm. 18+. 265-9219. alibi.com/v/5o6i.

RIO RANCHO YOGA, Rio Rancho Gentle Flow Yoga.

Restorative yoga. 10-11:05am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/54o4.

Also, Restorative yoga to heal the soul. 1650 Abrazo Rd SE. $10.

5:35-6:35pm. ALL-AGES! 514-9429. alibi.com/v/54rc.

SABRINA’S Z CREW FITNESS Zumba Throwback Thursday. Classic

Zumba dances. 4619 Lomas Blvd NE. $5. 6pm. ALL-AGES!

620-0327. alibi.com/v/5g8v.

YOGA ART SPACE Gentle Yoga: Level 1. Focus on the breath,

hold for strength and allow a natural opening of the body.

10:45am. alibi.com/v/5irr. Also, Noon Yoga Flow. A variety of

yoga styles like Vinyasa, Hatha and Yin build strength, flexibility,

balance and self-exploration. $15. Noon. ALL-AGES!

alibi.com/v/5imn. Also, Intermediate Yoga. Improve your physical

health, flexibility and mental awareness. 8338 Comanche Rd

NE. $15. 5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 310-7457. alibi.com/v/5ij1.

FRIDAY MAY 11
KIDS
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY STEAM Drop-In: The Science of Bubbles!

6901 Barstow St NE. 2:30-4pm. See 5/10 listing.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Street Dance Locking Class. Kids

and adults learn this basic dance move. 3215 Central Ave NE.

$12. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 440-6265. alibi.com/v/5kg4.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER

Experience the Sound of Soul. Discover inner guidance, healing

for body, mind and spirit as well as a higher form of creativity by

chanting the sacred sound of HU. Spiritual conversation afterward.

7521 Carmel Ave NE. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! (800) 876-6704.

alibi.com/v/5o96.

YOGA ART SPACE Restorative Yoga. A mind-focused, meditative

flow. 5:45pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ip0. Also, Fundamentals

of Yoga. Work on basic poses and transitions between poses to

build body awareness and confidence. 8338 Comanche Rd NE.

$15. 9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 310-7457. alibi.com/v/5ii7.

SATURDAY MAY 12
EMPIRE BOARD GAME LIBRARY Eastside Board Game Meetup.

Board game enthusiast meetup. 3503 Central Ave NE. $5.

11am-11pm. 232-4263. alibi.com/v/5kvx.

MAIN LIBRARY Candidate Question and Answer Event. Hear

from Democratic candidates for state land commissioner,

Bernalillo County sheriff, and PRC District 4. 501 Copper Ave

NW. 2-4pm. 768-5131. alibi.com/v/5ovh.

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND HISTORY

Asian Pacific Islander American Heritage Day. Partake in a cultural

experience through performances, presentations, exhibits and

activities, including food samples. Participation is included with

museum admission. 601 Eubank Blvd SE. 10am-3pm. 245-2137.

alibi.com/v/5of6.

O’NIELL’S PUB, Northeast HeightsMutt Strutt. A canine fashion

show with celebrity judges and a precentage of sales benefiting

Positive Links. 3301 Juan Tabo Blvd NE. 5-7pm. ALL-AGES!

293-1122. alibi.com/v/5p1t.

OSUNA NURSERY Mother’s Day Celebration. Free gifts, face

painting, Wings of Enchantment Butterfly Farm butterfly life cycle

display and music from Los Radiators. 501 Osuna Rd NE.

10am-3pm. 345-6644. alibi.com/v/5p7i.

KIDS
EL CAMINO REAL ACADEMY, Santa Fe Fiesta Para Bebés:

Celebrating the First Five Years of Life. Service providers offer

information to support children and families including social

service, entertainment, education, health and welfare as well as

fun activities. 2500 S. Meadows. 10am-1:30pm. ALL-AGES!

988-9715. alibi.com/v/5nad.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Baby Flamenco. Children

ages 3 to 5 learn techniques to develop rhythm and coordination

for beginning flamenco dancers. 10-11am. alibi.com/v/5g6h.

Also, Intro to Child Flamenco. Basic introduction to skills and

processes of flamenco that prepare students 5 to 12 to advance

through the curriculum. 1620 Central Ave SE. $13. 5:15-6:15pm.

242-7600. alibi.com/v/5g7j.

SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY Whale of a Storytime. A family

storytime all about whales, with craft time afterwards. 1025

Broadway Blvd SE. 10:30-11:30am. 764-1742.

alibi.com/v/5o02.

TONY HILLERMAN LIBRARY Hip-Hop with Keshet Dance. 8205

Apache Ave NE. 10:15-11am. See 5/10 CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY

listing.

LEARN
CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN Downtown Walking Tour. Learn about

the diverse settlers and their contributions to local history. 100

Central Ave SW. 10am-noon. ALL-AGES! 289-0589.

alibi.com/v/5h1s.

CERRILLOS HILLS STATE PARK, Cerrillos New Mexico Raptors.

Presenter, Laura McCann teaches about Great Horned Owls, Red-

tailed Hawks and Turkey Vultures with a chance to meet each of

the creatures up close. Santa Fe County Rd 59. $5. 11am-1pm.

ALL-AGES! 474-0196. alibi.com/v/5nyd.

CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Calamity Jane Talks to Tourists. This

performance shows what women’s liberation looked like over a

century ago, while relaying stories of Calamity Jane and adventures

with Wild Bill Hickok. 6901 Barstow St NE. 1-2pm. ALL-AGES!

857-8321. alibi.com/v/5o05.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARYMaking Change: Kirtland during

World War II. John Deuble talks about the World War II history of

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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NE. $10. 12:45-1:45pm. 350-6971. alibi.com/v/55bm.

LEARN
LEW WALLACE ELEMENTARY Downtown Neighborhoods

Association Mother’s Day Home Tour. Tour the beautiful, historic

homes of downtown Albuquerque with a luncheon included. 513

6th St NW. $18-$20. 11am-3pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5maw.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER English Country and

Contra Dance. New Mexico Folk Music and Dance Society hold

a contra dance with live music from Edith Boulevard and Beth

Cohen and callers Sherilyn Urben and Kris Jensen. 4915 Hawkins

St NE. $8-$9. 7-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! (563) 379-9020.

alibi.com/v/5p0c.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba and Kickboxing. All level

inclusive class. 3215 Central Ave NE. $5-$8. 11am-12:30pm.

ALL-AGES! 977-8881. alibi.com/v/550h.

SOURCE Mother Earth Healing Arts Fair. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE.

Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/12 listing.

TIERRA DRALA PERMACULTURE FARM, El Prado Ancestral,

Folk and Indigenous Herbalism and Healing Series. Native Roots

coordinates educational classes and workshops based on land-

based spirituality, self-care and community healing. 81 Atilano

Ln. $250-$350. 10am-3pm. 18+. (914) 400-7558.

alibi.com/v/5o2r.

MONDAY MAY 14
EMPIRE BOARD GAME LIBRARY The Liars’ Game. An interactive

game show where three storytellers tell two true stories and one

fake story and the audience votes to determine the liar. 3503

Central Ave NE. $5. 7pm. 13+. 227-7378. alibi.com/v/5ox6.

KIDS
MAIN LIBRARY Creative Movement with Keshet Dance. Children

learn basic dance concepts such as rhythm, balance, shape,

imagination and more. Parent participation is required. For ages

2 to 3. 501 Copper Ave NW. 10:15-11am. 768-5141.

alibi.com/v/5o24.

LEARN
GOLDEN CORRAL Colin Baillo Speaks. The director of policy and

communication for Health Action New Mexico speaks at the

monthly meeting. 5207 San Mateo NE. $0-$5. 11:30am-1pm.

18+. 263-9066. alibi.com/v/5o6e.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Heart of Recovery

Meditation Group. A meditation and sharing support group focused

on the practice of Buddhist teachings and the 12 steps of recovery

while integrating the Dharma and the basic goodness of medi-

tation. 1102 Mountain Rd NW. 6-7:30pm. 717-2486.

alibi.com/v/5gqw.

TUESDAY MAY 15
ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and Coffee.

Hear about new social profit ventures and innovation in six-

minute presentations and join in great conversation to help make

a positive impact. 624 Tijeras Ave NW. 9-10am. alibi.com/v/5l8m.

NORTH VALLEY SENIOR CENTER Dinner Dance. Spend an elegant

evening dining and dancing to live music. 3825 Fourth Street

NW. $8. 4-6pm. alibi.com/v/5nwj.

KIDS
MAIN LIBRARY LEAP Into Science: Science of a Simple Sort.

Kids ages 6 to 9 learn about sorting items in everyday life with

hands-on activities. 501 Copper Ave NW. 4-5:30pm. 768-5141.

alibi.com/v/5o26.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
BARELAS SENIOR CENTER Annual El Camino Real Garden

Blessing. This tradition is hundreds of years old and is celebrated

in Spanish speaking countries around the world on or near the

feast of San Isidro, patron of farmers and gardeners. 714 Seventh

Street SW. 10am-noon. 764-6436. alibi.com/v/5nwg.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
REMEDY DAY SPA Acroyoga Fundamentals. A playful, creative

practice that brings people together for fun, trust and balance.

No partner or experience needed. This is a queer and trans inclu-

sive workshop. 113 Vassar Dr SE. $10. 2pm. 18+. 265-9219.

alibi.com/v/5leq.

what is now Kirtland Air Force Base as part of the local history

series. 423 Central Ave NE. 10:30am-noon. ALL-AGES! 848-1376.

alibi.com/v/5o04.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
LA PROMESA EARLY LEARNING CENTER La Promesa Color Run.

An untimed fun run featuring a 5K course in which participants

experience color splash zones and are doused in color. 7500

La Morada Pl NW. $20. 8-11am. ALL-AGES! 930-0175.

alibi.com/v/5nsp.

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK ABQ Mudd Volleyball Sign-

up. Come have a brew and sign-up for this awesome and char-

itable event. Proceeds benefit Carrie Tingley Hospital Foundation.

1800 Fourth Street NW. 5-7pm. 21+. 243-6752.

alibi.com/v/5od2.

WELLS PETROGLYPH PRESERVE, Velarde Wells Petroglyph

Preserve Public Tour. The Mesa Prieta Petroglyph Project offers

public tours. For the months of June, July and August tours start

at 8:30am due to heat. HWY 68. $35. 9:30-11:30am. 13+.

852-1351. alibi.com/v/5o0c.

THE YARDS The Sword Experience. Adrian Paul teaches chore-

ography from the first Highlandermovie. Learn the choreography

and show off new skills using wooden bokkens. 777 First Street

SW. $50-$363. 1:45-5:45pm. (818) 493-1009.

alibi.com/v/5nw7.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CASA FLAMENCA Flamenco Dance Spring Classes. 401 Rio

Grande Blvd NW. $12-$160. 5:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/10

listing.

DANCE SPACE SANTA FE, Santa Fe The Art of Movement with

Soto. Participants develop a kinesthetic vocabulary by exploring

Somatic presence and tapping into intuition of the soul. 3208

Richards Lne. $100-$175. 11am-5pm. 13+. 920-6235.

alibi.com/v/5m8m.

HIGH DESERT CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING Ascension Circles

with Crystal Chakra Bowls. Explore body, emotions, mind and

spirit with quartz crystal bowls. 5621 Paradise NW. 1-3pm.

ALL-AGES! 922-1200. alibi.com/v/5m78.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Flamenco Dance Classes. Taught

by nationally recognized flamenco dancer Alice Blumenfeld for

anyone with at least one year of flamenco dance experience.

$15-$20. 12:15-1:45pm. 13+. 363-2680. alibi.com/v/5nrg.

Also, Embodied Creativity and Improvisation. Give form to inner

creativity through dance and music improvisation as well as

meditation and mindfulness practices. 3215 Central Ave NE.

$10-$12. 4:15-5:45pm. 13+. 350-6971. alibi.com/v/55d1.

MOVE FITNESS STUDIO 51+ Dance Fusion Movement Class.

Listen, sense and dance to world music awakening all your body’s

75 trillion cells. 1100 San Mateo Blvd NE. $12. 10:45-11:45am.

18+. 873-3784. alibi.com/v/5ml8.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Adult Intro to Flamenco.

A fun and casual experiential introduction to flamenco. 9-10am.

alibi.com/v/5g5w. Also, Beginning Sevillanas for Adults. 1620

Central Ave SE. $13. 10am-11pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/5f59.

ODDFELLOWS HALL, Santa Fe Contra Dance. New Mexico Folk

Music and Dance Society hold a contra dance with live music

from Roaring Jelly and caller Marj Mullany. 1125 Cerrillos Rd.

$8-$9. 7-10:30pm. ALL-AGES! (563) 379-9020.

alibi.com/v/5p16.

SOURCE Mother Earth Healing Arts Fair. Celebrate mothers with

psychic readings, raffle prizes, henna, natural healers and hand-

made, holistic products. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. Noon-7pm.

ALL-AGES! 292-2729. alibi.com/v/5nl9.

SUNDAY MAY 13
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Mother’s Day Concert. A concert celebrating

moms from the N.M. Philharmonic, discovery stations and more

included the price of zoo admission. 903 10th Street SW.

10am-3pm. 764-6214. alibi.com/v/5of7.

NORTH VALLEY SENIOR CENTER Special Sunday Dance. A dance

honoring mothers with free entry for all ladies. 3825 Fourth Street

NW. 1:30-3:30pm. alibi.com/v/5nwc.

KIDS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Music and Movement. Kids learn

fundamentals of music and dance through integrative methods

of teaching movement and sound together. 3215 Central Ave
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The Good Word
On Friday, May 11 the Native American
Community Academy hosts an evening of poetry
at El Chante: Casa de Cultura (804 Park Ave.
SW). The series—which is exclusively for
youth—features a writing workshop with spoken
word artist Rowie Shaundiin Shebala from 6 to
7pm, and afterwards a poetry slam from 7:30 to
9pm. All young poets are invited to join and
share their works for the chance to win a $100
cash prize. 

It’s Spreading
Gloria Casale is the author of many works of
fiction that thread dark mysteries with fast-
paced thrills. The Albuquerque-based author
recently saw the release of Bioterror: The
Essential Threat. Dr. Casale is a recognized
expert in the international transport of disease,
and is a consultant at Sandia Laboratory. Her
knowledge of medicine, disease and the spread
of sickness adds an extra-scary layer to this
work of fiction. Ask the good doctor all your
questions, pick up a copy of the novel and get it
signed all in one go this Saturday, May 12, from 1
to 3pm at Treasure House Books & Gifts (2012
S Plaza NW).

FOUND OBJECTS
BYMAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | culTuRe Shock

New Gallery on the Block
Vitrine brings new conceptual works to Downtown 

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

“A
s an artist, you should look after your
own practice,” Anna Reser said as we
sat at a makeshift table tucked into a

single room storefront with windows looking
west to Sixth Street. “But you should try to
make space for other people if you can.” Scott
Williams and Jaime Tillotson were in
agreement. The three interdisciplinary artists
have made creating these opportunities their
business by turning this tiny commercial space
into Vitrine (214 Sixth Street SW), one of the
city’s newest galleries. 

They were all introduced to one another
through the UNM art department and
continued to connect artistically in the years
following graduation. “We had been talking
ambiguously about a space,” Tillotson said and
then, “we just jumped.” They started looking
for a spot in January, signed a lease in February
and hosted their first opening in March. The
rapid-fire pace of establishing Vitrine has made
defining their mission a process of discovery,
though what all clearly enunciate is a desire to
make the space widely available (for
workshops, meet-ups, etc. “If you want to play
D&D in here, send us an email,” Reser
laughed) and to emphasize displaying work by
artists often under represented locally and in
the broader landscape. 

By definition, a vitrine is a glass display
case. The size of the gallery—a single room
whose most expansive wall is about 13 feet—
and its large picture window providing an eye
to Downtown foot traffic make the name quite
fitting. The three curators were in the process
of taking down the previous month’s show in
anticipation of May’s, so a fading five or six-
foot wall sketch of Don Schrader that
Tillotson painted watched over us as

aspirations and plans were unpacked. 
“There’s a real lack of accessible space in

this city to do art and create projects,” Reser
said. “It’s hard to be improvisational without a
place—a room with walls and a roof and
electricity. A place to be and do things and
have ideas.” The smallness of the space, and its
location just off of Central made it apparent
that this particular room was the one for them.
“Nobody is being displaced by us being here;
we’re not going to make the rent go up at the
space next door,” Williams said, going on to
note the recent proliferation of interesting
things popping up in the vicinity that
geographically make it easy to participate in
goings-ons. Further, to be surrounded by “small
businesses owned by people we know, to be
around it and be part of it,” Reser offered. All
of these factors make the physical space ideal. 

The less tangible spirit of the place is
quickly materializing, too. “I know it’s not
going to be a commercial gallery,” Williams
said. “I know we’re not interested in making a
profit or being a business venture. … It’s
important to me to have a space where it’s not
about money; it’s not about selling art. It’s
about work; it’s about good art, and not just
what we think is good art, but what other
curators and other people do.” 

That noncommercial aim is something
uniquely possibly here, more so than many
other cities across the country. It’s not just
“materially possible,” Reser pointed out—
given the relatively low-cost of renting
space—but “people here are into this kind of
thing. It’s a very DIY kind of spirit, anyway
that you can get work up and get people to see
it.” There’s a galvanizing effect to having
space—which can be the necessary spark to
actually make work, to organize a workshop, to
host a D&D bout. “I think in America in
particular spaces like this are homogenizing in

a way that is making spaces like this more and
more difficult,” Williams said. Thankfully
Albuquerque hasn’t quite caught up. “It’s an
awesome place to be if you’re weird,” Williams
continued. “Nobody cares. You can be cool or
not. I think that eliminates elitism in a lot of
ways. You can just show up, everybody can.” 

Just showing up buoys spaces like this,
allowing for conversations that spill out of the
tiny gallery and into the wider city. “For me
one of the biggest gains that I get from this,”
Tillotson said, “is just having conversations
that are wildly different than the ones that I
have in my own head … to hear reactions and
experiences. My nine to five desk job doesn’t
allow much time for art. … I forgot how good
it feels—conversation, moving dialogue
around.” Reser and Williams echoed this
sentiment and said that facilitation is a
gratifying part of their personal art practices,
making Vitrine all the more valuable. 

Williams—who helped to get the original
incarnation of Small Engine Gallery up and
running—said that back then, they used to
joke that running a space like that was, “the
job you pay to go to.” Tillotson tacked on to
the end of that thought, “I would’ve spent this
money on beer, it’s fine.” There was a pause
and a laugh before Williams said, “well, it’s
worth way more than fucking cable
television.” There’s an unequivocal truth. 

May’s exhibition at Vitrine is titled
Whereabouts, which features creative
explorations of geographies by artists Emma
Difani, Alessandra Bettolo and Carson Elliott.
In June, the gallery will host work by Allyson
Packer. Vitrine is currently open by
appointment, but check in with them on
social media (Twitter and Instagram,
@vitrineabq) and their website,
vitrineabq.com, to stay attuned to openings
and special events. a

COURTESY OF VITRINEVitrine, a new gallery on Sixth Street, is a small spot with big ideas

Uncoded
516 ARTS (516 Central Ave. NW) is at it again
hosting a world-class opening for their latest,
21st Century Cyphers, curated by Claude Smith.
Ways in which to communicate are more
abundant than ever, while room for
misunderstanding grows incrementally. In this
group exhibition artists like Hayal Pozanti (who
has also worked closely with the Tamarind
Institute, and will have an artist talk there on
May 17), Bart Exposito and Mirtha Dermisache
explore language in all its complexity, using it as
a foundation for works in a variety of mediums.
The show in all its richness is unveiled on
Saturday, May 12 during a public reception from
6 to 8pm. 

The New in Old Town
Shi Yazhi Sage—a gallery showcasing the works
of Navajo artists Daniel A. Walters and Gertrude
Walters—formally opens their spot in Old Town
(323 Romero NW, Ste. 6) on Saturday, May 12.
The space also serves as a gallery for the two
artists, who have been involved in the art scene
since the ’90s. In addition to their work, the
gallery offers a chance to see and buy Native
jewelry, and the works of Corey Yazzie, Gerald
Allen Pinto, Harry Walters and Margaret
Gallegos. The doors are open for the grand
opening from 5 to 8pm. For hours thereafter,
check out their website at
shiyazhisagegallery.com.  a
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Speaking Up
Erin Galvez explores the meaning of the

materials in It’s Hard to Say

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

I
t’s hard to pin down all the materials used in
Erin Galvez’ upcoming show at AC2 Gallery
(301 Mountain NE), transmuted as they are
into sculptural pieces. The show, largely created
through the course of the last semester of Galvez’
MFA program at UNM, closely examines art
materials—what they are traditionally, what they
can be and all the meaning embedded into them.
These experimental pieces are made entirely of
scavenged, thrifted and otherwise reclaimed
materials. The show, It’s Hard to Say, opened on
Saturday, May 5. In between final installations,
Galvez shared the history and ideas behind these
works. 

Alibi: Are you an avid thrifter and scavenger,

or elsewise, what precipitated that element

of this show?

Galvez: I do enjoy thrifting and I rely on it for
much of my domestic life and the majority of my
wardrobe. Scavenging materials is always a given,
though I have been slow to work them into my
practice. My Grandmother Rose took me to the
first garage sale that I remember. Growing up in a

household where consumerism was a barometer
of success, I was ecstatic when I found a brand
name sweater for $1. I still remember the green
paper tag with the handwritten price dangling
from a string.

Why is using reclaimed materials important

to you?

Over the last decade I’ve begun to question my
use of resources and materials for the making of
art objects. The use of traditional painting
materials—paints and canvas—at times feels
somehow wrong and luxurious. Even the use of
water to clean out my brushes I sometimes
question. … We are surrounded in our lives with
beautiful things that we take for granted—mass
marketed and consumed materials that we accept
as normal things. When I find materials that I
like—vintage bed sheets screaming with a ’70s
grotesque floral print, or the color palette and
design elements of the early ’80s, I’m taken to
places of memory that give me a good feeling. …
I am completely fascinated by the nostalgia in
that—it gives me a sense of gratefulness for being
alive to have had all these experiences.

How do these materials speak to other

themes you are working

with in the show?

The most general theme of
the show is materiality and
thusly, the inherent qualities
of those materials. I’m
studying painting and
drawing at UNM and I am
fascinated with movements
such as [the Outliers] and
American Vanguard and
Arte Povera. I think that
stems from being a self-taught
painter [and]… my exposure
to art and culture was
minimal growing up. The
nature of the materials is
essential to drive the work.
… Over the course of
creating this work I pondered
many things. I’m collecting
discarded and donated goods, deconstructing
them to their most basic forms, and making them
into art objects. Some of these pieces deal with
consumerism and regionalism. … I’m also
thinking about painting and expanding painting
to something the viewer interacts with, unlike a
traditional painting hung on a wall.

What are these materials, and how do you

explore their inherent materiality?

I’ve used fabrics, paint, plastic foils, plastic bags,
pompoms, helium balloons and other assorted
found materials. With the fabric pieces I am
considering draping and for painting on fabric, I
am utilizing gravity, [as well as] specific qualities of
painting on fabric and layering it. The foils have a

specific tensile strength that keeps them almost
buoyant against the wall as the metaphorical
bodies I imagine them as. They move and
“breathe” as air moves around the room and
reflect light from one another and from other
objects so they will change according to where
the viewer is standing. 

Did you learn anything in the process of

constructing these?

I learned so much! … Moving into sculptural
works, and works that I had to create on-site, is
an entirely different level of consideration.
Moving into [more] dimensionality is quite
challenging. I took huge risks in this show—this
is all experimental work and it has opened up my
thinking in a new way.a

Erin Galvez explores materials and reuse in her show at AC2 Gallery
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THURSDAY MAY 10
ART
OASIS ALBUQUERQUE Reception for Central Avenue: Paintings
by Chuck Gibbon. Take a stroll down Central Avenue via Chuck
Gibbon’s paintings of the urban Albuquerque landscape. Runs
through 8/24. 3301 Menaul NE, Ste 18. 5-6:30pm. 884-4529.
alibi.com/v/5od0.

SONG & DANCE
ERNIE PYLE LIBRARY Chirgilchin. A group of musicians from Tuva
with expertise in folkloric-throat singing. 900 Girard SE. Noon-1pm.
ALL-AGES! 256-2065. alibi.com/v/5o2i.

JOLIESSE CHOCOLATES Live Celtic Sessions. Cozy up with a mug
of Wicked, dark hot chocolate cocoa, espresso and chili, and
listen to the sounds of local Celtic musicians. 6855 Fourth Street
NW. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 369-1561. alibi.com/v/5mr6.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE John Raymond. New York-
based trumpeter John Raymond performers selections from his
new album and other favorites. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $20-$25.
7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/5kug.

FRIDAY MAY 11
ART
HILTON HISTORIC PLAZA HOTEL, Santa Fe Santa Fe Community
College Fashion Show. A fashion show showcasing the collections
and pieces of students. 100 Sandoval St. $10-$25. 5:30pm.
428-1358. alibi.com/v/5nso.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Inpost Artspace Reception:
Theta Scapes by Jon Pearson. From Des Moines, Iowa Jon Pearson
has lived in New Mexico for the last two years. His artwork explores
the dreamy terrains of the subconscious. Runs though 6/8. 210
Yale Blvd SE. 7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/5kuh.

STAGE
STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Preacher Lawson. Live
stand-up comedy from the nation’s top comedians. 7pm.
alibi.com/v/5o5x. Also, 54 Jemez Dam. 9:30pm. See previous
listing. 867-0000.

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES CIVIC CENTER, Truth or
Consequences Dr. Lucky’s Blue Revue. A grown-up variety show
featuring burlesque, circus and variety arts, drag, comedy and
live music starring Dr. Lucky of New York City. 400 W Fourth Street.
$10-$20. 7-10pm. 18+. (917) 204-7566. alibi.com/v/5n3j.

VORTEX THEATRE Mynx and Savage. The story of Adam, a comic
book writer, torn between the superheroes that make him money
and a dark, true story that he is afraid to tell. 2900 Carlisle Blvd
NE. $15-$22. 7:30pm. 13+. 247-8600. alibi.com/v/5nlf.

SONG & DANCE
MAIN LIBRARY Chirgilchin. A group of musicians from Tuva with
expertise in folkloric throat-singing. 501 Copper Ave NW.
Noon-1pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/10 ERNIE PYLE LIBRARY listing.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA NME Movie Night presents Nacho Libre. Berated
all his life by those around him, a monk follows his dream and
dons a mask to moonlight as a Luchador, starring Jack Black.
Rated PG. 3405 Central Ave NE. 10:30pm-1am. 255-1848.
alibi.com/v/5o69.

SATURDAY MAY 12
WORDS
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE An Evening with Anne Hillerman. Anne’s
debut novel Spider Woman’s Daughter, follows the further adven-
tures of the characters her father made famous. 9521 Rio Grande
Blvd NW. 7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398. alibi.com/v/5oit.

PHOTO-EYE GALLERY, Santa Fe Steve Fitch Book Signing. In his
new book, he presents both the ancient and the modern by way
of petroglyphs, neon motel signs and hand-painted business
signs, which are now endangered. 541 South Guadalupe St.
2-4pm. ALL-AGES! 988-5152. alibi.com/v/5nki.

ART
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER The Spiritual Use
of Water with K.M. White. A discussion with the gallery’s featured
artist. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 1-2:30pm. alibi.com/v/5ohp.

OT CIRCUS GALLERY Sideshow Artist Market and Pop-Up Shop.
A bevy of local artists, crafters and makers of awesome handmade
goods show and sell their wonderful creations plus sidewalk chalk

Calendar | arts & lit 

fun for the whole family. 709 Central Ave NW. 10am-2pm.
ALL-AGES! (678) 923-2755. alibi.com/v/5oqc.

PLACITAS STUDIO TOUR, Placitas. Explore the many unique artist
studios in the rolling foothills of the northern Sandias. Meet and
talk directly with the artists about their work, their environment
and their latest creations. 3 Canon del Apache. 10am-5pm.
ALL-AGES! 515-4323. alibi.com/v/5kn7.

STAGE
THE LENSIC, Santa Fe Live in HD: Macbeth. Shakespeare’s most
intense and terrifying tragedy, directed by Rufus Norris. 211 W
San Francisco. 7pm. ALL-AGES! (505) 988-1234.
alibi.com/v/5oz6.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST “Nine” Audition Workshop. Get
a leg up on the music and choreography as well as meet the
creative team behind the show and learn some audition tips.
6320 Domingo Rd NE. 10am-1pm. ALL-AGES! 265-9119.
alibi.com/v/5o4i.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Kids’ Variety Show. Kids of all
levels and ages bring dance, music, comedy, theater and more
to the stage in a relaxed environment. Call 505-268-0044 to
reserve a performance slot. 210 Yale Blvd SE. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5kui.

VORTEX THEATRE Mynx and Savage. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE.
$15-$22. 7:30pm. 13+. See 5/11 listing.

SONG & DANCE
SMALL ENGINE GALLERY Jam Stand Session No.1. Literally have
toast and jam while supporting artists that jam. 1413 Fourth
Street SW. $5-$7. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ot1.

ST. STEPHEN’S SOLID GROUNDS COFFEEHOUSE. Bebe La La,
Alicia Ultan and Maryse LaPierre perform original folk-inspired
songs as well as French ballads with their signature harmonies,
rhythmic lilts and rich melodies. 4601 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE. 7-9pm.
ALL-AGES! 293-9673. alibi.com/v/5n33.

LEARN
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Chain Maille Workshop. Genevieve
Brechtel teaches an introductory workshop for ages 7 to adult.
Each participant creates a chain maille bracelet using aluminum
wire. 8081 Central Ave NW. 1-3pm. 768-4320. alibi.com/v/5o22.

SUNDAY MAY 13
ART
PLACITAS STUDIO TOUR, Placitas. 3 Canon del Apache.
10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/12 listing.

STAGE
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The Golden
Zingers. Big Feelings puts their twist on the classic, long-form
Harold format, turning a single audience suggestion into an entirely
unique full-length performance. 100 Gold Ave SW. 8-9pm.
404-1578. alibi.com/v/5p54.

VORTEX THEATRE Mynx and Savage. The story of Adam, a comic
book writer, torn between the superheroes that make him money
and a dark, true story that he is afraid to tell. 2900 Carlisle Blvd
NE. $15-$22. 2pm. 13+. 247-8600. alibi.com/v/5nlj.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Gamelan Encantada.
Celebrating their 20th anniversary, this percussion ensemble
brings their fascinating sound with roots in the gong/metallophone
orchestras of central Java in Indonesia. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $15-$20.
3-5pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/5kuk.

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Thunder From Down Under.
Pretty men bring their sexy moves to the stage in this crowd-
pleasing stripteasing show. 54 Jemez Dam. 7pm. 867-0000.
alibi.com/v/5o8p.

FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Coco. A free screening of the
charming film. Rated PG. 8081 Central Ave NW. 1:30-3:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 768-4320. alibi.com/v/5o23.

MONDAY MAY 14
FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Eclipse. Children ages 9 to 18
enjoy a free viewing of the film. Rated PG-13. 8081 Central Ave
NW. 4:30-6pm. 768-4320. alibi.com/v/5o25.

WEDNESDAY MAY 16
SONG & DANCE
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE
Chorus Rehearsal. The adult Kol Simkah Chorus group and the
kids’ Teruah choir practice World, jazz, classical, Broadway, folk,
liturgical and pop music with a Jewish flare to them. 5520 Wyoming
Blvd NE. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 236-9796. alibi.com/v/5fv0.

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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FOOD | resTAurAnT revIeW

BY ROBIN BABB

B
rixens is one part dressed-up sports bar
with several big-screen TVs playing
different games and one part standard

American casual restaurant with burgers, fries
and cold beers. It’s not the kind of fare I would
go out of my way to eat, but after going to an
event there a few weeks back and really
enjoying the special menu, I figured it was
worth the visit.

Brixens occupies prime Downtown real
estate in the large corner spot at Central and
Fourth Street with floor-to-ceiling windows all
around—the old Café Bien spot, if you’ve been
around a while. The high ceilings and
generous natural light make the space very
pretty inside, although all the TVs and the big
neon light installations subtract from that a
bit. The huge horseshoe bar is good at
separating many of the sports-watchers from
the diners who want a more intimate meal,
thankfully. When I went to Brixens on a
Wednesday night for dinner with a couple
friends, I also learned that they have live
music on some evenings—a dude with an
acoustic guitar was playing from a weird
second-story fenced-in loft situation above the
bar that I hadn’t noticed before. “It looks like
they expect we’re gonna throw bottles at him,”
one of my dining companions said. 

I was immediately suspicious when we were
seated and our server handed us all iPads. He
explained to us how the digital menus work
(“touch an item to learn more about it and see
substitution options”). At first I thought we
would be able to order straight from the
device, which would be a nice feature for deaf
or criminally shy people who don’t want to
order directly from the waiter … but that’s not
what they have going on. It’s just a menu.
Though each dish has a thorough description
and appropriate drink pairings included in its
listing—kind of cool—I admit I don’t see the
point of such an expensive and cumbersome
technology for a menu that could fit fairly
comfortably inside a typical printed menu.
And if you need to know about the ingredients
in a given dish or what drink would pair well
with it—well, isn’t that what waiters are for?

Anyway, let’s move away from my distaste
for technology and move towards talking
about the food. I started with the crispy
Brussels sprouts appetizer ($9): roasted, with a
generous amount of toasted walnuts and dried
cranberries, all drizzled with a balsamic
reduction. Brussels sprouts, the tastiest of the
sprout family, go famously well with balsamic,
and the toasted walnuts brought a nice
warmth and buttery note to the scene.

For the entreé I ordered the broken tacos
($13) filled with roasted veggies, black bean
and corn salsa, cheddar and cotija cheese. The
three hard-shell tacos come with a side, and I

went for the fries, naturally. Although I’m still
not totally on board with the whole hard tacos
thing (it just reminds me of the taco kits my
extremely white family would get when I was a
kid, you know?), I’ll admit that these thin and
crispy shells provide a great texture for the
simple but satisfying filling. A little bit more
spice wouldn’t have hurt. But I found that
missing little bit of spice on the fries, which
have a chili powder spice mix and fresh herbs
on top. These made me really happy, especially
with the spicy mayo dipping sauce that comes
with. 

On a separate occasion I came into Brixens
on a Sunday night to half-watch a basketball
game and have dinner. I sat at the bar and
discovered that there’s a very communal feel
to it—because of the horseshoe shape we’re
almost all looking across at each other, so you
can’t be quite as solitary and unseen as you can
be at other bars. Not that that’s a bad thing. I
ended up talking with the tourist couple
sitting next to me, who were in town for a
conference and were resting their feet after
walking around Downtown all afternoon.
They seemed pretty enamored with the
restaurant.

And I enjoyed the place more this time as
well. My server, who was the same as on my
earlier visit, recognized me and was friendly

and familiar the whole night. When I ordered
an Old Fashioned he was quick to ask if I
wanted bourbon or rye, and then mentioned
that the well whiskey was Evan Williams,
which I decidedly do not hate. My drink came
with the Big Ice Cube and a Luxardo cherry,
which further legitimized the bar in my eyes.

I went to the lighter side of the menu this
time and got the fruits and veggies salad ($12),
a greens salad that comes with stripes of green
apples, dried cranberries, carrots and mandarin
oranges, with feta cheese, more of those
toasted walnuts and a lemon vinaigrette on
top. I could tell the walnuts had just been
toasted because they were still warm from the
pan, which was a great touch. After my
cocktail I was suddenly starving and devoured
the whole thing, but I would have loved fresh
oranges in place of the canned orange halves
they had in there.

There seemed to be a lot of out-of-towners
around the bar, and I came to realize that
tourists are Brixens’ target market. Its location
in the middle of Downtown really helps in
that respect. One of the owners came out and
chatted with several of the patrons, including
the tourists next to me who picked his brain
on local lore. He sat and talked with a man
sitting at a table behind me about their vegan
options, and then with another woman at the
bar who had a lot of food allergies and wanted
to make sure certain dishes were safe for her. If
Brixens excels at anything it’s hospitality:
They’re happy to customize dishes to
accommodate diets and allergies, their staff is
very friendly, and they want diners to have a
good time above all else. While I’m not blown
away by the food (or the dumb iPad menus), I
enjoy the welcoming atmosphere quite a lot. If
I happened to be Downtown and hungry, I’d
certainly stop in to watch a game at the bar,
drink a cocktail or two and make friends with
some tourists. a

The Bar is Where It’s At
Brixens makes fine drinks and casual fare for out-of-towners

FOOD ON THE MOVE

BYROBIN BABB

FishCat Cafe in Alpine, Texas
A horse trailer sake bar in a small

Texas town. Of course.

West Texas is wild, y’all. My buddy from Texas
and I made several different stops on our recent
trip to Big Bend, including a night in Marfa, a
night in White Sands and one in Alpine, Texas—a
small city of about 6,000 that’s 80 miles north
of Big Bend. We got into Alpine late in the day
and, after finding a motel and showering off all
the camping dirt, went looking for something to
eat. I don’t know what sort of late night dining I
was expecting to find in Alpine, but I certainly
wasn’t expecting FishCat Cafe. 
Driving along the main drag of bars, we saw

some string lights hanging over a long metal table
in an empty lot and decided to stop and
investigate. There were several people still
sitting around the table, drinking and talking,
while one man cleaned. At the back of the lot was
a converted Airstream food truck, and off to one
corner was a small one-horse trailer that also had
string lights inside. A small sandwich board
standing on the sidewalk announced that this
was FishCat Cafe, a Japanese fusion food truck. 
I asked the man who was cleaning off tables

what the horse trailer was. “It’s a sake bar,” he
said. “Naturally,” I replied.
We didn’t have enough cash for anything on

the menu and the place didn’t take cards,
unfortunately, but the owner, Michael, waved off
our attempts to go find an ATM. “Don’t worry
about it,” he said, “It’s just a little Southern
hospitality.” He brought us each a Lone Star beer
while the kitchen—which, we found out later, had
already been closed for 20 minutes—cooked up
our meal. Cue the awkward dance of three
Texans trying to out-polite each other: the two of
us attempting to refuse his continued kindness as
he brought us different sakes to taste and waved
off our offers to go get cash. I’m sure it was
pretty funny from the outside. 
The food came out remarkably fast—chilled

avocado cucumber soup with cheesy toast and a
big plate of fried flat noodles with veggies.
Although cold soups aren’t usually my favorite,
this one was really suited for the warm Southern
evening: creamy from the avocado and coconut
milk blended in and cool and vegetal from the
cucumber. The noodles had toasted sesame
seeds and peanuts on top for some added crunch
factor, and it all came in a light sweet and spicy
sauce. Starving and grateful, we inhaled it all.
Michael sat at the table across from us as the

few remaining other customers left. He was
clearly done working for the night and looking for
an audience to tell stories to, and we seemed to
fit the bill pretty well. He told us that he was from
New York originally, and that he moved out to
Alpine 11 years ago after his father died. He was
originally visiting Marfa (which is very close to
Alpine) on a sort of mourning pilgrimage, but
wound up falling in love with the small town just
to the east. He opened FishCat Cafe with his
wife, who’s from Kyoto and does all the cooking,
two years ago. They only operate the food truck
on weekend evenings, and the menu and hours
change depending on their whims. 
As we ate and listened to Michael talk about

his travels, I got one of those “I want to be this
guy when I grow up” feelings. He’s intelligent,
kind, well-traveled and charismatic. He’s living a
slow and intentional life he loves. Although not
from Texas, he had thoroughly adopted the
speech patterns and the friendly demeanor that’s
endemic to that part of the country which, of
course, endeared him to me even more. He
chooses to express that friendliness by serving
food and sake to cash-poor tourists out of two
little trailers in Alpine, and I think that’s pretty
wonderful. a

Brixens

505-242-2400
Brixens.com

400 Central Ave. SW
Hours: Mon Closed, Tue-Wed 11am-11pm, Thu 11am-
midnight, Fri-Sat 11am-1am, Sun 11am-11pm
AlibiRecommends: Fruits and veggies salad,

Brussels sprouts, Old Fashioned
Vibe: Casual and welcoming

Broken tacos with veggies ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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FOOD | a MOveable Feast

Renaissance Fare
Report on the food options at the 

ABQ Ren Faire

BY NATALIE KOSSAR

E
ditor’s Note: Because accuracy in culinary
history is important and because we thought it’d
be fun, we sent our ace food journalist Natalie

Kossar to the Albuquerque Renaissance Faire to
sample the different food stalls there and tell us what’s
good. She did not disappoint. Here’s her report from
the ground, to give you an idea of what you missed
out on.
If you asked me about the Renaissance, I

could maybe muddle through some description of
Europe’s period of enlightenment and visual arts
boom before listing the Ninja Turtles and
changing the subject. Admittedly, my main
frame of reference for imagining the Renaissance
was Medieval Times Dinner and Tournament,
whose jousting (and falconry!) (and dressage!)
castle in Schaumburg, Ill., I willingly patronized
on multiple occasions, and whose roasted
chicken and dragon tail soup entrée somehow
never failed to disappoint. Still, the place is
called Medieval Times. So, what exactly could I
expect from a Renaissance Faire? 
The Albuquerque Renaissance Faire, held at

the Anderson Abruzzo Albuquerque
International Balloon Museum on Saturday,
April 28, featured jousting, knight fighting, a
royal procession, a pet fashion show, a “crawl to
the crown” baby race and enough piles of roasted
meat to make Fred Flintstone nauseous. Though
it was a warm day, many attendees seemed
impervious to the heat as they strode about in
multi-layered velvet and brocade costumes. 
There was a wide variety of food options, but

the booths were far apart and it was difficult to
know what all of those options were. Even Ren
Faire plebes know that turkey legs reign supreme,
so that’s what I chose. For $10, Nomads BBQ—a
local catering and delivery food truck—sold me
the biggest bird leg I had ever seen in my life,
wrapped plainly in aluminum foil (not invented
until 1910) and unceremoniously plopped into a

paper boat. Eaten as served the leg tasted, well,
like meat: well-cooked but largely flavorless.
Several shakes of salt and healthy drizzles of
unmarked barbeque sauce from a clear plastic
bottle increased the flavor, but also the mess.
We’re all enjoying our suspended disbelief, but
can a maiden get a moist towelette up in here? 
For a side dish, I went with roasted corn from

a booth titled, simply, ROASTED CORN. I was
hoping elotes would be available, but $3 at the
ROASTED CORN booth got you exactly one
ear of plain roasted corn. They did have butter
and a flight of seasonings available for DIY flavor
enhancements. 
The most engaging food-related booth was

the mead tent, spearheaded by Falcon Mead, a
Santa Fe-based Meadery and Winery. The mead
wench (it’s a joke, guys) cheerfully gave out
samples, explained the mead-making process and
accurately described each flavor. I remembered
reading about tankards of mead from Grendel in
Mr. Buckland’s 10th grade English class, and
imagined it as a warm and frothy beverage that
would put you to sleep. I was pleasantly surprised
to discover that it’s a refreshing honey-based fruit
wine that delightfully pairs with a sunny day.
The standard Mountain Mead (unfruited) was a
touch too sweet for me, but the Dry Blackberry
was light and crisp, perfect for watching tartan-
draped Clydesdales clop around while human
actors hit each other with large sticks. 
Despite my misgivings about era accuracy, the

Ren Faire was charming, and I honestly can say I
would go again. The patrons were more than
thrilled to show off their costumes and discuss
their wares. I’m still not sure what exact moment
in time we were supposed to be celebrating, but
ultimately it felt like a come-as-you-are-faire
where folks could gather and enjoy themselves
while they have their fill of flavorless meats. And
now I know if I ever go back in time to the
Middle Ages, I would make an absolute killing as
a sauce merchant. a

This young maiden is no match for this criminally large turkey leg.
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FILM | FILM IntervIew

Cowboy Down
An interview with the writer-director and the star of The Rider

summer, she “leaned how to ride very well”
and became fast friends with Jandreau.

Less than a year after the filmmaker and
the cowboy met, Jandreau suffered his horrific
head injury, fracturing his skull in three places
at a local rodeo. “I rode Gus two weeks after
my injury, and I started training wild horses for
the public about a month and a half after my
injury.” recalls Jandreau. “That’s when Chloé
found out about it. She’s like, ‘Whoa. Are you
crazy? You could die.’ I was like ‘Well, I don’t
feel alive not riding.’ That’s one thing that
really inspired her to write [The Rider].” 

Motivated by the tale, Zhao approached
Jandreau with the idea of starring in a movie
based almost entirely on his own real-life story.
Jandreau agreed. “I figured if she’s not scared of
getting on a 1,200-pound animal that she’s
never seen before, then why would we be
scared of cameras?” 

The Rider, which has snapped up a number
of awards at international film festivals, is
difficult to categorize. Is it a documentary? Is it
a biopic? “I know that people use the word
docudrama. I understand why that word is
used. But on a personal level, I’m not a huge
fan of the word, because this is fictional story,”
points out Zhao. “I want to give credit to these
actors, who are amazing actors. They are not
just ‘being themselves.’ They’re actually
acting, just like any other actor. So I think I’d
call it a fictional film inspired by real people
and played by real people.”

“I’d say probably 40 percent of it is entirely
fiction,” assesses Jandreau. For example, unlike
in the film, Jandreau’s mother is not deceased.
Also, “I never worked at a grocery store.”

Despite the fact that Jandreau is no
professional actor, his portrayal is haunting
and—above all—brutally honest. Though he
says little, there’s no doubt this guy is carrying

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

Eat & Educate
New Mexico Women in Film offers up its monthly
Brown Bag Lunch & Learn this Thursday, May 10,
from 11:45am to 1pm. This informal monthly lunch
meeting for film and media professionals spotlights
director/producer Erica Nguyen, the NMWIF 2017
Scholarship Grant recipient. Erica shares lessons
she learned while making her feature documentary
Tejiendo Sombras, filmed in Peru. Organizers are
encouraging an open dialogue about international
filmmaking and the ethics of transmitting the
stories of subject communities. Bring your own
lunch and show up at the North Domingo Baca
Multigenerational Center (7521 Carmel Ave. NE).
Admission is free to NMWIF members and $5 to
$10 suggested donation for nonmembers. (Money
will go toward the group’s scholarship fund.)

Meet the Requirements
Instituto Cervantes’ Espacio Femenino Film Series
presents the romantic comedy Requisitos Para Una
Persona Normal. Written and directed by (and
starring) Leticia Dolera, this 2015 Spanish film
centers on 30-year-old Maria (Dolera) who wants
to become a normal person, rather than the peculiar
human being she considers herself to be. But first
she’s got to figure out what a “normal person” is.
The film is presented in Spanish with English
subtitles and gets underway at 7pm on Thursday,
May 10. Admission is free, but tickets need to be
picked up starting one hour before showtime at the
National Hispanic Cultural Center’s Bank of
America Theatre (1701 Fourth Street SW).

Students Show Off
The Santa Fe Community College shows off some
of its student films with the Smash Bash Film Fest
2018. Smash Bash takes place Thursday, May 10
from 1 to 3pm at SFCC’s TV Studio, Room 563
(6401 Richards Ave. in Santa Fe). The eight
breakout films being screened promise to deliver
“horror, surrealism, political resistance, time travel,
lust & betrayal.” There will be food, drinks, door
prizes and an appearance by punk rock filmmaker
Jon Moritsugu (Mod Fuck Explosion, Terminal USA,
Pig Death Machine). This free event is an
opportunity for SFCC to show off its small but
vibrant film department.

Students Show Off 2
Santa Fe’s Institute of American Indian Arts’
Cinematic Arts and Technology department is in its
fifth year, training and inspiring a new generation of
Native filmmakers. This Thursday, May 10, the Jean
Cocteau Cinema (418 Montezuma St. in Santa Fe)
presents the 2018 IAIA Student Filmmaker
Showcase. This free screening shows off a mix of
new and award-winning past work from current
students and recent graduates. Live-action drama,
documentary and animation are among the genres
covered. Two of the films being screened this
year— “Causist” and “The Entrada”—were featured
at the Santa Fe Film Festival, the Phoenix Film
Festival and the NM Filmmakers Showcase. The
screening takes place from 6:30 to 8:30pm.

Students Show Off 3
Given the time of year, it’s only natural that
universities would be showing off their student
work. So it’s no surprise to see the University of
New Mexico’s Interdisciplinary Film and Digital
Media department stepping up next with its
Capstone Premiere. This digital, multimedia event
takes place Saturday, May 12 from 7 to 9pm at
KiMo Theatre (423 Central Ave. NW). A host of
IFDM senior thesis projects, including six short
films, one video game and an autobiographical
comic book will be showcased. Admission is free.
a

the weight of the world on his shoulders.
Jandreau credits Zhao for the results. “I’m a
horse trainer. I call Chloé the actor trainer.
She makes it easy to act. But then again a lot
of that had to do with my past life. I always
had a lot of weight on my shoulders.” 

Despite what sounds like the makings of an
inspirational true-life tale, The Rider is no feel-
good story of overcoming adversity. It’s a story
of crushed dreams, thwarted lifestyles and
tough economic realities. Although he now
operates a horse training ranch with his wife,
Jandreau’s rodeo career is a thing of the past. 

At one point in The Rider, the fictionalized
Brady tries to drive home the seriousness of his
injuries to his macho rodeo pals, “This is a
brain injury. It’s not just a broken rib.” The
response comes back, tellingly, “It’s all the
same to a cowboy.” So what drives young men
to get into such a dangerous lifestyle?

“To many young people on the reservation,
they feel that there’s no hope, there’s no way
out,” says Jandreau. “To many, this is their
hope and a way out—whether it’s just
traveling to rodeos or going big professionally.
Many of us are brought up around it not
knowing anything else. I got on my first sheep
at the mutton busting at a rodeo when I was 2
1/2. Basically, my love began. It’s just really
hard to let go of something so prominent in
your lifestyle and the lifestyle of those around
you.” 

It’s that admirably stubborn stick-to-it
nature and quiet country dignity that The
Rider ultimately celebrates. “When I first met
Brady, he did not have this injury,” says Zhao,
summing up her motivation. “So it wasn’t that
I was interested in this head injury and wanted
to make a film about that. It was Brady that I
found had star quality and wanted to make a
movie about that.”  a

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

C
hloé Zhao’s melancholy neo-Western

drama The Rider is a remarkable film for a

number of reasons. First is the almost

painful empathy it has for its characters, a

modern-day collection of pot-smoking, cell

phone-slinging young cowboys living on the

impoverished Pine Ridge Reservation in South

Dakota. Second is the film’s main character,

Brady Blackburn, a wild horse trainer and

wannabe rodeo star who suffers a near-fatal

brain injury while bronc busting. And yet our

protagonist gets back in the saddle (literally

and figuratively) weeks later, pursuing the only

lifestyle he’s ever known—despite the fact that

it could very well mean his death. 
The remarkable part is that Brady

Blackburn is played by Brady Jandreau, a real-
life wild horse trainer and wannabe rodeo star
who suffered a near-fatal brain injury while
bronc busting. The roles of Brady Blackburn’s
quietly disappointed father, his
developmentally disabled sister and all his
rodeo-worshipping pals are played by Brady
Jandreau’s real-life family and friends, heavily
blurring the lines between fact and fiction. 

So how does a Chinese filmmaker living in
Denver end up having a mutualistic symbiotic
relationship with a South Dakota cowboy?
Zhao met Jandreau while shooting her 2015
indie drama Songs My Brother Taught Me on
the Oglala Lakota Native American
reservation. It was there she saw her first
Indian cowboys. Speaking on the phone while
out on a press tour for the film, Zhao admits, “I
didn’t know they existed before. I met some of
them and thought they were this amazing
American contradiction. Culturally, they were
a very different group of people that I knew
nothing about. I was quite ignorant. And after
meeting some of them, I put them in my first
film. I always had a desire to make a film about
them. Then when I met Brady, it became very
clear who the star of that film should be.”

Jandreau, who recently passed through
Albuquerque as part of the Professional Bull
Riders Tour (he wasn’t riding, just visiting old
friends), recalled the meeting as well.
Serendipitously, the filmmaker visited the
ranch Jandreau was working at. “Chloé come
out to the ranch, the Muleshoe Angus, to
learn about cowboys in the heartland of
America—especially Indian cowboys. That’s
where I met her, on or about April of 2015.
We talked. She told me she was a director. I
had never been around anyone who had
anything to do with movies. Chloé told us she
wants to come out and ride horses with us. She
wants to go do ranch work with us. I was, like,
‘All right. But we don’t pay very good around
here.’ ” Zhao explained she wasn’t looking for
a career change, only doing research for Songs
My Brother Taught Me. By the end of the

Brady Jandreau in The Rider
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T
he world (or at least the internet part of it)

has found a new spirit animal in a

repressed red panda from Japan. The

oddball “Aggretsuko” is the creation of famed

Japanese “mascot” company Sanrio. Famed for

Hello Kitty and other kawaii kiddie creations,

Sanrio steps out of the box for this new

cartoon series, aimed way above the heads

of the usual elementary school sticker

crowd.
The show centers on Retsuko, an

introverted college grad (and
anthropomorphic red panda)
in Tokyo who gets a job at
a prestigious trading
firm. Five years later
she’s still there, stuck
behind a desk slaving
away in the firm’s accounting
department. Every day she’s
confronted by annoying coworkers
who shove cell phone pictures in
her face and a sexist pig of a boss.
(This being Sanrio, that last one is
both literal and figurative.) Polite, smiling and
shy like a good Japanese girl is supposed to be,
Retsuko bottles up her anger and only lets it
loose at night when she’s off the clock, getting
drunk and screaming death metal tunes at a
karaoke bar. This, to put it mildly, ain’t your
mother’s Sanrio. 

Like its title (a portmanteau of “aggressive”
and “Retsuko”), “Aggretsuko” is like some mad
mash-up of the cutie feminist fantasia of “Ally
McBeal” and the full-volume animated
mayhem of Adult Swim’s “Metalocalypse.”
While her boss loafs around all day practicing

his golf swing, Retsuko calms herself with
internal mantras (“On the count of 10, I will
be a responsible human being”) and the
occasional microburst of death metal lyrics
while locked in the office bathroom. (The self-
explanatory tune “Shitty Boss” tells you, once
again, this isn’t aimed at kids.)

The animation style is simple, employing a
slightly thicker line style than the usual Sanrio
imagery; but it evokes the cubicle-choked

world of the modern
workplace perfectly. The
show’s 15-minute
episodes are jammed with
jokes and storylines. And
the 10-episode first season

has a surprisingly solid
narrative arc, carrying its
pent-up protagonist though
a series of personal and
professional ups and downs.
Over the season Retsuko
plots her emancipation from
corporate hell, exposes her

raw-throated hobby, grows closer to a pair of
female executives and even drifts toward
romance.

If you’re an adult fan of Sanrio,
“Aggretsuko” is the perfect opportunity to
proclaim it loud and proud. But even if you
don’t know your Cinnamoroll from your
Pompompurin, “Aggretsuko” is worth a look,
ranking as one of the best workplace sitcoms
on TV right now, animated or otherwise. a

The first, 10-episode season of “Aggrestuko” is

available now on Netflix.

TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX By DEVIN D. O’LEary

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

“Kevin Smith: Silent But Deadly”
(Showtime 7pm) Showtime airs
writer/director Kevin Smith’s first
standup special—the one he had a
heart attack shooting.

Funeral Parade of Roses (TCM 12am)
This obscure but groundbreaking
queercore Japanese New Wave film
from 1969 is a reverse Oedipus Rex in
which a young transvestite in Tokyo
murders his mother and sleeps with
his father. Famed androgynous
singer/dancer/actor Peter (a.k.a.
Sinnosuke Ikehata) stars.

SATURDAY 12

“Eurovision Song Contest Grand Final”
(Logo 4pm) Europe’s weirdest,
glitteriest, pop stariest (and at 62
years of age, oldest) singing
competition (birthplace of ABBA, don’t
you know) airs live on Logo, making it
officially super gay (in a non-pejorative
way). 

“Lawn & Order” (DIY 6pm) Good news:
Somebody came up with a new pun
for a home remodeling show title.

“Patrick Melrose” (Showtime 7pm)
Benedict Cumberbatch plays an
aristocratic playboy and unrepentant
heroin addict in this five-part
adaptation of Edward St., Aubyn’s
semi-autobiographical novels (Never
Mind, Bad News, Some Hope, Mother’s
Milk, At Last).

SUNDAY 13

Harry & Meghan: A Royal Romance
(Lifetime 6pm) I feel like Lifetime has
recycled that title, like, five times. But
you can’t fault them for jumping on the
bandwagon with this scripted

docudrama about H&M’s “meet
cute.”

“Little Women” (KNME-5 7pm)
Not the Lifetime reality show
about really small ladies trying to
make it big in LA, but the
umpteenth adaptation of Louisa
May Alcott’s enduring novel. This
one stars Emily Watson, Michael
Gambon and Angela Lansbury.

MONDAY 14

What Haunts Us (Starz 7pm) This
documentary looks into the 6
suicides of students from the
1979 class of the Porter-Gaud
School in Charleston, S.C.—all of
whom were tied to a teacher
accused of abusing as many as
50 students. 

TUESDAY 15

“New Girl” (KRQEDT2 8pm) FOX’s
Zooey Deschanel-led sitcom
signs off after its final farewell
season.

WEDNESDAY 16

“Scijinks” (Science 8:07pm)
Johnny Galecki (“Big Bang
Theory”) hosts this wacky yet
educational hidden camera show
which uses science to prank
people. Marie Curie would be
proud.

“Inside the Royal Wedding: Harry
and Meghan” (KOB-4 9pm) And
now the “Today” show’s Savannah
Guthrie and Hoda Kotb give us
NBC’s take on the royal nuptials.
a

THURSDAY 10

“Safe” (Netflix streaming anytime)
Michael C. Hall, our buddy from
“Dexter,” returns to TV in this dramatic
thriller about a surgeon, grieving after
losing his wife to cancer, whose
daughter vanishes. It’s created by
British crime author Harlan Corben
(Play Dead, Miracle Cure, Tell No
One).

FRIDAY 11

“The Adventures of Rocky and
Bullwinkle” (Amazon streaming
anytime) DreamWorks Animation
revives Jay Ward’s anarchic ’60s
cartoon—sticking to the original
characters and keeping the original
cell-animated style.

“All Night” (Hulu streaming anytime)
AwesomenessTV, makers of
“Freakish,” collaborate with Hulu
again for this 10-episode sitcom set
entirely during “an overnight, lock-in
graduation party.” 

“Meghan Markle: An American
Princess” (KRQEDT2 7pm) A royal
wedding is on the horizon, and you
know what that means: a sudden
outbreak of rabid Anglophila. Here,
FOX gets into it with a two-hour look
at the first American to marry a
British royal since 1937.

Cute as Hell
“Aggretsuko” on Netflix

HARLEY DAVIDSON
PARTS · ACCESSORIES · SERVICE

T-SHIRTS SADDLEBAGS TIRES BATTERIES

(505) 294-0485
111 GENERAL SOMERVELL NE

Sat, May 12
12:00pm-5:00pm

Musical Guests 3rd Rail
1:30pm - 3:00pm

45th Anniversary Party

Tue-Fri: 9:30am - 6:00pm Sat: 9:30am - 5:00pm 

LarrysCustomCycle.com
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FILM | CAPSULES by DEvIn D. O’LEAry

STILL PLAYING

Avengers: Infinity War
Marvel Studios folds together characters from just
about every comic book franchise it’s got for one
giant-sized, free-for-all brawl. When power-mad alien
conquerer Thanos (Josh Brolin) tries to unite the six
Infinity Gems, The Avengers, Black Panther, Doctor
Strange, Spider-Man and the Guardians of the Galaxy
must join forces to stop him from using them to wipe
out half the life in the universe. Anything you can say
about this counts as a spoiler. It’s certainly not the
best entry point for the Marvel Cinematic, relying on
10 years of backstory and setup. But it is a surpris-
ing, satisfying and shockingly dark capper to this sec-
ond phase of the MCU. 149 minutes. PG-13. (Century
Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Bad Samaritan
In this very dark horror thriller, an impoverished
restaurant valet (Robert Sheehan, Geostorm) uses
customers’ keys to break into their homes and rob
them. One very bad night, however, he breaks into an
upscale Portland home—only to find a young woman
(Kerry Condon, “Better Call Saul”) chained up and
held captive. He can’t go to the police, and now he’s
got to fight off a psychopathic killer (David Tennant
from “Doctor Who”) if he wants to rescue her. 107
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Black Panther
Prince T’Challa (Chadwick Boseman) returns to the
high-tech African nation of Wakanda to ascend its
throne in the wake of his father’s death (as seen in
Captain America: Civil War). But a usurper to the
throne (Michael B. Jordan) and a bad guy with a
sonic claw (Andy Serkis) stand in his way. Good thing
our hero’s got a vibranium-powered suit of armor to
fall back on. Ryan Coogler (Fruitvale Station, Creed)
directs this magnificently designed, Shakespearian-
style superhero epic. Reviewed in v27 i8. 134 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Century 14 Downtown)

Blockers
Three teenage girls make a pact to lose their virginity
on prom night in what is essentially a reworking of
every teen sex comedy since Porky’s. However, by con-
centrating on the panicked parents (Leslie Mann,
John Cena, Ike Barinholtz) scouring the town to pre-
vent their daughters’ deflowering, the film finds a
fresh outlet for the raunchy outlandishness. There’s all
the usual sex, drugs and booze on display, but it’s
aimed sharply at the hypocritical (and mostly mis-
placed) Puritanism of the adults in the room. 102

OPENING THIS WEEK

American Dream: Detroit
Michael Bolton (yes, that Michael Bolton) presents
this documentary celebrating Detroit’s urban renewal.
Francis Ford Coppola, Jerry Bruckheimer, Aretha
Franklin, Smokey Robinson and Alice Cooper are
among the proud Detroiters featured. 95 minutes. PG-
13. (Opens Tuesday 5/15 at Century 14 Downtown)

Breaking In
For whatever contrived reasons, a mother with two
children can’t contact the police or get help when vio-
lent home invaders break into her “impenetrable”
high-tech house and take her kids hostage. So she’s
got to go all Liam Neeson on their asses. Gabriel
Union (Bring it On, Almost Christmas) stars, James
McTeigue (V for Vendetta, Ninja Assassin) directs. 88
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 5/10 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

Disobedience
A woman (Rachel Weisz) returns to her orthodox Jew-
ish community in London after being shunned for her
sexual preferences—but soon finds herself attracted
to a childhood friend (Rachel McAdams). Sebastián
Lelio (Gloria, A Fantastic Woman) directs his first Eng-
lish language effort with this melancholy romantic
drama about faith and sexuality. 114 minutes. R.
(Opens Thursday 5/10 at Century 14 Downtown)

The Doctor From India
This spiritual documentary tells the story of Dr. Vasant
Lad’s mission to bring the ancient system of “well-
ness” known as Ayurveda from India to the West in
the late-’70s. Deepak Chopra is among the modern-
day practitioners interviewed. 89 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Friday 5/11 at Guild Cinema)

#JustAnotherDeadTranswoman
The Transwoman Empowerment Initiative of the
Chrysalis Beauty Center presents this special docu-
mentary screening addressing the violence and dis-
crimination that trans women of color have endured
and continue to endure. There will be a post-screen-
ing discussion with Riley Del Rey and Violet Martinez.
60 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday 5/12 at Guild
Cinema)

Life of the Party
When her husband abruptly asks for a divorce, a mid-
dle-aged wife and mother (Melissa McCarthy) goes all
Old School, reenrolling in college to complete her de-
gree. There, her out-of-date hijinks become a source
of much embarrassment for her daughter. 105 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 5/10 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Lu Over the Wall
Experimental Japanese animator Masaaki Yuasa
(“Devilman: Crybaby,” Mind Game) wanders into Stu-
dio Ghibli territory with this colorful family film about
a gloomy middle school musician whose life changes
after meeting a cute little mermaid. 112 minutes. PG.
(Opens Friday 5/11 at Century Rio)

Measure of a Man
Jim Loach, son of famed British filmmaker Ken Loach,
directs this comedy-drama about an insecure, over-
weight 14-year-old (Blake Cooper) forced to endure
yet another torturous family vacation at Rumson Lake,
circa 1976. While his parents (Judy Greer and Luke
Wilson) teeter on the edge of divorce and the local
kids bully him, our protagonist takes on a summer job
tending to the estate of the reclusive Dr. Kahn (Don-
ald Sutherland). 100 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday
5/11 at Guild Cinema)

Nacho Libre
From the makers of Napoleon Dynamite comes this
equally odd 2006 comedy about a cook (Jack Black)
at a Mexican orphanage, who moonlights as a

masked wrestler to save his adopted home. The story
is simple, the tone is good-natured and the humor is
pretty low-key. But Black gives it his all, delivering a
surprisingly dexterous performance. If you didn’t get
Napoleon Dynamite, you won’t get this one. 100 min-
utes. PG. (Opens Friday 5/11 at Guild Cinema)

Nothing to Lose
Edir Macedo, the founder and spiritual leader of The
Universal Church of the Kingdom of God and the
owner of Brazil’s RecordTV, financed this biopic about
… Edir Macedo, the founder and spiritual leader of
The Universal Church of the Kingdom of God and the
owner of Brazil’s RecordTV. The billionaire evangelist
preaches “prosperity theology” and has been accused
of fraud, money laundering, corruption, charlatanism,
bigotry and also an illegal child adoption scheme in
Portugal. His church has been banned in several
African countries. Oddly enough, this movie seems to
think he’s a pretty awesome guy. In Portuguese with
English subtitles. 130 minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday
5/10 at Century Rio)

The Rider
On the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, a
young horse trainer and wannabe rodeo star suffers a
life-threatening, career-ending brain injury. And yet,
economic realities and the macho attitude of friends
pressure him to get back in the saddle (literally and
figuratively). This intimate, brutally honest drama is
remarkable for the painful empathy it displays for its
characters—and for the fact that star Brady Jandreau
is a non-actor playing a role that is at least 60 per-
cent inspired by his own true-life brush with death.
104 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 5/11 at High Ridge)

The Snowman Trek
Ultramarathon runners Ben Clark, Anna Frost and Tim
Olson travel to Bhutan’s high Himalayan landscape to
try and set a speed record on the world’s hardest
trek. 105 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 5/17 at
Century Rio)

The Sound of Music
Julie Andrews stars in the second best Hollywood mu-
sical ever made about Nazis (third best, if you count
Springtime for Hitler). 174 minutes. G. (Opens Sun-
day 5/13 at Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Sunset Boulevard
Not just Billy Wilder’s finest hour, but one of the best
films from Hollywood’s golden era. This cynical black
comedy from 1950 casts William Holden as a hack
screenwriter mooching off faded silent film star Gloria
Swanson. A scathing look at the dirty business of
dreams done film noir-style. 110 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Sunday 5/13 at Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

I Can Only Imagine
This drama relates the “inspiring and unknown true
story” behind the beloved, chart-topping song that
I’ve totally never heard of. If you’re a big listener of
Christian rock radio, maybe you have. The “unknown”
story behind the 1999 song is that it was written by
the band MercyMe’s lead vocalist, Bart Millard, after
his father died. First time actor J. Michael Finley stars
as Bart. Dennis Quaid stars as his dad. Who dies. The
film is directed by Andrew and Jon Erwin, who gave us
previous Jesus-based flicks October Baby, Woodlawn
and Moms’ Night Out. 110 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

I Feel Pretty
Amy Schumer stars in this romantic comedy about an
ordinary, insecure woman who conks her head in spin
class and suddenly develops the self-confidence of
the most beautiful woman on Earth—even though
she’s still ordinary looking. It’s all about, you know,
how appearances don’t matter. Multigenerational su-
permodels Emily Ratajkowski, Naomi Campbell and
Lauren Hutton are there to drive home the point. 110
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Isle of Dogs
Quirky auteur Wes Anderson follows up his stop-mo-
tion animated fable Fantastic Mr. Fox with this picture
book tale of a near future Far East in which all dogs
have been banished to an isolated island trash
dump. Mourning the loss of his beloved pet, a deter-
mined young boy (Koyu Rankin) travels to the island
to find him. He’s aided on his quest by a ragtag team
of canines (voiced by Bryan Cranston, Edward Norton,
Bob Balaban, Jeff Goldblum and Bill Murray). The de-
sign work is meticulous, of course. And there’s a sur-
prising amount of heart hidden amid the film’s
oddball pace and deadpan comedy. But not everyone
will appreciate the film’s artistic flights of fancy. Re-
viewed in v27 i14. 101 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Mahanati
This Indian biopic relates the life story of Savitri, a
beloved actress who ruled the movie industry in the
’50s and ’60s. Keerthi Suresh (Agnyaathavaasi) stars.
In Telugu with English subtitles 177 minutes. Unrated.
(Century Rio)

The Miracle Season
In this prefab, uplifting, “based in a true story” sport-
ing drama, the members of a high school girls’ volley-
ball team in small town Iowa City try to cope with the
sudden loss of their star player and team leader, Car-
oline Found, in a deadly moped crash. (Spoiler alert:

Lu Over the Wall
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Traffik
Paula Patton and Omar Epps star in this throwback
exploitation thriller (from Codeblack Films) about an
urban couple who head out to the mountains for a ro-
mantic weekend and end up accosted by a vicious
biker gang. Roger Corman (The Wild Angels, Devil’s An-
gels, Naked Angels, Angels Die Hard) would be proud.
96 minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Truth or Dare
A group of young people (Lucy Hale, Tyler Posey, Vio-
lett Beane among them) get caught up in a seemingly
harmless game of Truth or Dare—only to find that
someone, or something, is punishing those who re-
fuse to tell a lie or refuse the dare. A dose of PG-13
supernatural horror for the teens from the studio that
gave us the Insidious, Paranormal Activity and Sinis-
ter franchises. 100 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Tully
Charlize Theron stars in this comedy-drama for direc-
tor Jason Reitman and writer Diablo Cody (who
teamed up on Juno and Young Adult). Theron is a
desperately overworked mother of three who is gifted
a night nanny by her newly rich brother. Initially, she’s
hesitant to accept the extravagance, but she soon
forms a unique bond with the thoughtful, surprising
and sometimes challenging young nanny named Tully
(Mackenzie Davis, “Halt and Catch Fire”). 94 minutes.
R. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Tyler Perry’s Acrimony
A faithful wife (Taraji P. Henson), tired of standing by
her devious husband (Lyriq Bent), goes all Fatal At-
traction when it becomes clear he has been cheating
on her. This is only writing-directing machine Tyler
Perry’s second R-rated film. 120 minutes. R. (Century
Rio)

A Wrinkle in Time
Madeleine L’Engle’s beloved junior sci-fi novel gets
adapted by the fine folks at Disney and director Ava
DuVernay (Selma). Newcomer Storm Reid stars as
Meg, a stubborn 13-year-old whose astrophysicist fa-

ther (Chris Pine) is sucked into a kind of “tesseract”
and disappears somewhere into the vast cosmos.
With the help of her brainy brother, a new schoolmate
and a trio of wise supernatural beings (played by
Oprah Winfrey, Reese Witherspoon and Mindy Kaling),
our underage heroine embarks on a trippy quest
through time and space. It certainly looks shiny, with
plenty of glitter and sequins, but the story comes
across as pedantic and preachy when it should be
filled with awe and wonder. 109 minutes. PG. (Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

SECOND RUN

Game Night
A group of friends (Jason Bateman, Rachel McAdams,
Michael C. Hall and Chelsea Pertetti among them)
meet up for a murder mystery party. Unfortunately
things turn unexpectedly real and the host is kid-
napped, leaving his guests to figure out what the heck
is going on. 100 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

God’s Not Dead: A Light in the Darkness
In this third GND outing, a pastor (David A.R. White)
deals with a deadly fire that destroys his church lo-
cated on the campus of a fictional university. Once
again “educators,” “teachers” and those evil secular
humanist “professors” are the villains here. 105 min-
utes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle
This belated sequel to 1995’s Jumanji finds a bunch
of teens discovering an ancient, mystical video game
version of Jumanji. Naturally, they try it out and get
transported inside the game itself. The joke this time
around is that they end up in the “bodies” of some
stereotypical video game avatars (played by Dwayne
Johnson, Kevin Hart, Jack Black and Karen Gillan).
119 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Love, Simon
A teenager (Nick Robinson from Jurassic World)
keeps the fact that he’s gay a secret from his family
and his friends—at least until a classmate threatens
to “out” him. 109 minutes. PG-13. (Movies West,
Movies 8)

Pacific Rim Uprising
It’s been 10 years since the events of the original Pa-
cific Rim (cinematically speaking). Now it’s up to Jake
Pentecost (John Boyega from Star Wars: The Last
Jedi), son of hard-nosed hero Stacker Pentecost (Idris
Elba, who ate it in the original), to save the world with
his giant robot. 111 minutes. PG-13. (Movies West,
Movies 8)

Peter Rabbit
If there’s one thing Beatrix Potter’s beloved children’s
books are known for it’s nonstop, Home Alone-style
slapstick violence. Or at least that’s what the makers
of this live-action/CGI adaptation seem to think. 93
minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Sherlock Gnomes
Johnny Depp provides the voice for Sherlock Gnomes,
a ceramic detective hired to investigate the mysteri-
ous disappearance of a bunch of garden gnomes in
this animated sequel to 2011’s Gnomeo & Juliet. 86
minutes. PG. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, Movies 8,
Movies West)

Tomb Raider
The popular video game character last embodied by
Angelina Jolie gets a reboot in this “prequel” starring
Alicia Vikander (Ex Machina, The Danish Girl). Here,
the young Lara Croft goes looking for her fortune-
hunting father after he disappears on a mysterious,
trap-filled island. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Movies West,
Movies 8)

Unsane
Steven Soderbergh (Sex, Lies and Videotape; Erin
Brockovich; Ocean’s Eleven; Solaris; Magic Mike)
dabbles in B-movie horror with this shot-on-an-
iPhone indie about a young businesswoman (Claire
Foy, “The Crown”) involuntarily committed to a mental
institution where she is confronted by her greatest
fears. 97 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

They rally up and win the state championship any-
way.) Helen Hunt stars as the inspirational coach. 99
minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

Overboard
Anna Faris (“Mom”) and Spanglish comedy star Euge-
nio Derbez (Instructions Not Included, How to Be a
Latin Lover) star in this gender-flipped remake of the
1987 Goldie Hawn/Kurt Russell rom-com. This time
around she’s the poor, mistreated contractor and he’s
the spoiled rich yacht owner suffering from amnesia.
That counts as clever in today’s Hollywood. 112 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Paul, Apostle of Christ
These days “faith-based” filmmakers have a lot more
luck with modern-day religious movies (see for exam-
ple: last week’s I Can Only Imagine). But if you’re one
of those old-fashioned Christians who prefer their reli-
gious films unabashedly Biblical, here’s a straight-up
New Testament costume drama. James Faulkner
(“Game of Thrones”) is the man, the myth, the epis-
tle-writer himself. Jim Caviezel (Jesus in The Passion
of the Christ) is herein demoted to Luke the Evangel-
ist. 108 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema)

A Quiet Place
Normally comedic actor John Krasinski (“The Office”)
directs this emotional, eerily minimalist horror thriller
(and stars in it alongside wife Emily Blunt). After the
Earth is invaded and nearly decimated by creatures
that hunt by sound, a tight-knit family is forced to live
on the run (and in total silence). When mom gets
pregnant, the terrified parents’ (rather justified) over-
protectiveness is tested to the limit. 90 minutes. PG-
13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Rampage
Rampage, the plotless 1986 arcade game in which a
giant lizard, a giant wolf and a giant ape smash up
various generic cityscapes, gets the feature film treat-
ment. Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson (who starred in
2005’s videogamer Doom) headlines as a primatolo-
gist (sure, why not?) who befriends an extraordinarily
intelligent ape who grows to giant size, meets up with
some other oversized monsters and destroys stuff.
107 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Ready Player One
Ernest Cline’s retro-minded sci-fi novel comes to life
with no less than Steven Spielberg in the director’s
chair. In near future America, people spend most of
their time living in the virtual reality world of The
Oasis. But when the reclusive creator of the game
dies, he leaves behind a series of clues. The first
player to solve them will gain control of The Oasis.
Now it’s up to one impoverished teen (Tye Sheradan)
and his pals to crack it. This computer-generated Willy
Wonka riff was made by nerdy suburban white kids
obsessed with ’80s films, music and video games for
nerdy suburban white kids obsessed with ’80s films,
music and video games. As such, I’m definitely catch-
ing what they’re pitching. But even I’m forced to admit
this is less a well-reasoned story and more a check-
list of groovy pop culture references. 140 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

Super Troopers 2
A solid 17 years after its first cult hit, the Broken
Lizard comedy troupe returns with this rude, drug-
laced sequel. This time around our gang of undisci-
plined state troopers are involved in a border dispute
between the US and Canada, which finds them pa-
trolling the streets of a formerly peaceable (now an-
tagonistic) Canadian town and occasionally throwing
down with Mounties. Rob Lowe, Brian Cox, Fred Sav-
age, Tyler Labine, Will Sasso and Lynda Carter (again)
are among the guest stars. 100 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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Albuquerque UNM

2201 Sliver Avenue SE

PH: (505) 262-2424

Albuquerque 4th Street

5939 4th St NW

PH: (505) 254-2424

Albuquerque Eastside
5200 Eubank NE Suite E7
PH: (505) 275-2424

Santa Fe
1620 st Michael’s Drive
PH: (505)988-9688

Check us out
online at:

chaishoppe.com

Albuquerque UNM

2201 Sliver Avenue SE

PH: (505) 262-2424

Albuquerque 4th Street

5939 4th St NW

PH: (505) 254-2424

Albuquerque Eastside
5200 Eubank NE Suite E7
PH: (505) 275-2424

Santa Fe
1620 st Michael’s Drive
PH: (505)988-9688

Check us out
online at:

chaishoppe.com

Japanese Kitchen

Sushi BarSteakhouse
6511 America’s Parkway

ABQ NM, 87110
(505) 872-1166japanesekitchen.com

6521 America’s Parkway
ABQ NM, 87110
(505) 884-8937

We will be open May 13, 2018 11:30AM-9:00PM

Come in and celebrate this 

special day with your loved ones 

and try our

“Love Mom Family Set”
for only $65. 

OR Teriyaki Salmon, Spicy Tuna Roll, Spicy Salmon Roll, California Roll, Shrimp 

Tempura Roll, Hip Hop Roll, 2 pieces of nigiri sushi each (tuna, salmon, yellowtail, 

shrimp, and eel), tuna sashimi, and a special dessert.

All mothers will receive a 10% off coupon that can be used on a future visit

(Valid only at sushi bar and expires on 7/31/2018).

Mother’s Day Is Coming! 
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D
espite the wind in the air and the lingering snowline on our state’s northern
border, spring is in full bloom and summer is fast approaching (June 21 in
the Northern Hemisphere). So now is the time to start planning out all that

summer fun you’ll be having this year. As us locals know, New Mexico is a
seasonal wonderland—whether you stick to the warming concrete environs of
Albuquerque or head out into our neighboring counties in search of shade and
greenery. To assist you in choosing your summer destinations, Alibi staff members
have assembled a calendar of diverse events—festivals, concerts, conventions,
art tours, fishing tournaments and more—from all over the state. Go out and
enjoy! Get a tan! See the sights! We’ll just be here putting together a newspaper
every week. (D’OL)

May 11
Hot Springs Festival, Truth or Consequences
Wading in to any of the many hot springs in Truth or Consequences feels like
therapy, and the lovably eccentric town is turning up the heat on their chill
vibes with the Hot Springs Festival. The weekend-long event boasts live music,
wellness workshops and sustainability instruction. The positive energy starts
emanating at various locations throughout the city on Friday, May 11 and is
capped the afternoon of Sunday, May 13. The hot springs and the low-key
magic of T or C, however, are relaxing visitors all summer long. A full schedule
of festival events is online. (sierracountynewmexico.info)  (MG)

May 12
City of Rocks Star Party, Faywood
The incredible rock formations that comprise the “city” of this state park were
formed 34.9 million years ago. This summer, the park invites visitors to follow
the trail of something else ancient by looking to the stars. City of Rocks (located
near Faywood Hot Springs) is the first of our state’s parks to construct its own
observatory, and on May 12, they make good use of their 14” Mead telescope
during a Star Party. The event kicks off after dark (approximately 9:10pm) and
offers visitors a laser-guided tour of the night sky—including access to the
telescope to get up-close-and-personal with the cosmos. (MG)

May 15
Blessing of the Fields, Las Cruces
The traditional feast day of San Ysidro, the Catholic patron saint of farmers, is
celebrated with music, a procession and piñata-making at the New Mexico Farm
& Rancho Museum for the Blessing of the Fields. This long-standing tradition
happens anew the morning of Tuesday, May 15 (10am) and kicks off the
museum’s week-long celebration commemorating their 20th anniversary.
Joining the celebration is totally free. (nmfarmandranchmuseum.org) (MG)

May 18
New Mexico Fiber Crawl, Taos
New Mexico has a long history of hand crafts and working with textiles. That
legacy is illustrated in fresh, new ways at the New Mexico Fiber Crawl.
Throughout the weekend—that is, Friday, May 18 to Sunday, May 20—
interested parties can tour farms, artists and galleries that develop fiber arts. The
event spans across Taos, Española, Los Alamos and more, but begins at the
Martinez Hacienda in Taos. The unique tour is just $8 to join.
(nmfibercrawl.org) 

Kayak Fishing Tour, Elephant Butte
Elephant Butte Lake State Park hosts an event on May 18 to May 20 that
combines two well-loved outdoorsy things—kayaking and fishing. The Kayak
Fishing Tournament is for serious enthusiasts (hence the $65 fee for entering)
but is, in fact, open to captains of any motorless water craft. Prizes reach as much
as $4,000 (and all winners get sunglasses!). Want to know more or get your
entry form? Get in touch with hosts Zia Kayak Outfitters online.
(ziakayaks.com) (MG)

May 19
12th Annual CrawDaddy Blues Fest, Madrid
The Mine Shaft Tavern brings fresh live crawfish and three stages of blues music
to the Madrid Railyard on Saturday, May 19 and Sunday, May 20. The crawdads
come straight from Beaumont, Texas, and the stages feature a bevy of talent both
local and from farther afield, including Hillary Smith, Felix Y Los Gatos and
Harlis Sweetwater Band. Tickets for each full day of tunes and treats are $25.
Tickets are available at holdmyticket.com. (MG)

May 20
Santa Fe Century, Santa Fe
For the ambitious cyclist, check out the Century Ride put on by Santa Fe
Century. The ride is 100.2 miles of looping terrain and kicks off at Santa Fe
Community College. Riders have the option to start with the group at 7am, or
on your own. There are four food stops offering snacks, energy drinks and more.
Registration is $50 per rider or $60 the day of the event. For a complete list of
gear needed and a route map, check out their website. (santafecentury.com)
(TG)

May 25
Riverfest, Farmington
For over 30 years thousands of people gather over memorial day weekend to
attend this celebration of Farmington’s rivers, trails and parks. This year’s
Riverfest takes place from Friday, May 25 to Sunday, May 27. Live music, river
rafting, car shows, tractor rides, a beer and wine garden, a fine arts show and so
many more activities happen over this fun-filled weekend. Don’t miss the
infamous wiener dog races and the chance to win $2,000 in the ever-popular
rubber duck race. To see a full schedule of events, visit their website.
(riverreachfoundation.com). (TG)

May 26
Sugarite Canyon Fishing Tournament, Raton
Starting on May 26 is the annual fishing tournament at Sugarite Canyon State
Park. This nine-day tournament takes place on Lake Maloya. Entry fee is $10
per person with door prizes handed out daily. Catch a tagged fish for a chance to
win $1,000, or get a shot at winning a boat for just entering the tournament.
There’s also a free kids’ derby on June 2. (TG)

May 28
Fort Union Moonlight Tour, Watrous
Fort Union National Monument hosts Moonlight Tours starting on Monday,
May 28. From 8:30 to 10pm, tour the remains of the largest 19th century
military fort in the region, taking in the territoral-style adobe architecture basked
in moonlight. On evenings when the moon shines bright enough, also enjoy
naked eye astronomy. These tours happen all summer until Aug. 25.
(www.newmexico.org/event/fort-union-moonlight-tour) (TG)

Summer Guide 2018
Hit the road or stay at home, it’s all fun in the sun

Riverfest, Farmington on May 25

Summer Guide  continues on page28 



June 1
ShortGrass Music Festival 2018, Cimarron
The 1st of June kicks off the 14th season of the ShortGrass Music
Festival in Cimarron. The kickoff concert on that Friday is with
classical chamber music band, Zorá String Quartet at The Kiva at
Cimarroncita. Lone Piñon plays Cimarron Mercantile on Friday, July
20 and FY5 plays the same venue on Friday, Sept. 21. All c   oncerts
begin at 7pm. Tickets are $15 per concert at the door and $10 if
purchased in advance. Ages 18 and under are free. See more info on
the ShortGrass website. (shortgrassfestival.com/index.html) (TG)

June 2
National Trail Day—Questa History Walk, Questa 
Celebrate National Trail Day by taking a guided walk and learning
about the history of Questa, N.M. From 10:30am to noon, walk
through Questa’s storied history, take in 5,000 years of Native and
Spanish frontier history, see rare geologic features and old ruins in this
small village. The free, short (.6 mile) walking tour is guided by
historian Flavio Cisneros. Meet at the traffic light on the corner of
Hwys 522 and 38 to enjoy this unique New Mexican history lesson.
(questatrail.org/)

Spring & Fiber Festival, Santa Fe
On Saturday, June 2 and Sunday, June 3, El Rancho de las Golondrinas
just outside Santa Fe hosts its annual Spring & Fiber Festival. From
10am to 4pm on both days see hide-tanning and blacksmithing demos,
enjoy fresh lemonade and biscochitos, meet some live alpacas and
learn about our national historic trails. Plus, get your full share of fiber
action with sheep shearing, wool dyeing, spinning and weaving. Don’t
forget to shop the fiber arts marketplace. Tickets start at $6 and
children 12 and under are free. See a full list of events online.
(golondrinas.org/festivals/spring-fiber-fest/) (TG)

June 3
Corrales Garden Tour, Corrales
The Annual Corrales Garden Tour highlights the natural beauty of the
historic village to Burque’s north, featuring the many beautiful gardens
and tenacious gardeners whose work adds to the natural allure of the
Rio Grande Valley that we all call home. The self-guided tour happens
on Sunday June 3 from 9am to 4pm and happens throughout the
storied town, with tents featuring food and entertainment available on
the main road, Corrales Road, through town. Tickets can be purchased
beginning in early May at the Frontier Mart and Village Mercantile in
Corrales, Plants of the Southwest, Jericho Nurseries, Alameda
Greenhouse and Osuna Nursery. Tickets are $12 in advance and $15
the day of the tour. (www.corrales-gardentour.com/) (AM)

June 8
ARTsmart’s Edible Art Tour, Santa Fe
If walking through one of the world’s art capitals sampling great art and
awesome local food seems like a thing to you, then indulge in this tour
of the best Santa Fe has to offer, sponsored by Gallery 901. The Friday
night iteration of this edible tour includes galleries on Canyon Road;
the Saturday night event is all about the downtown art scene in our
capitol city. Both include food from Santa Fe’s best restaurants. Tickets
cost $35, are good for both nights, and the event begins with a big
party at Gallery 901 on Friday night. (artsmartnm.org/events/artsmarts-
edible-art-tour-2018/) (AM)

June 9
Music and the Stars, Radium Springs
Taking a grand view of the outdoors in our state is a noble activity,
made more so at night by a sky filled with stars and wonder. Join New
Mexico State Parks Service at Leasburg Dam State Park (12712 State
Park Road, Radium Springs) for a deeper view of nature and the
universe above. Several telescopes are available for the public to
observe planets, stars, nebulae, etc. Weather permitting, the

observatory and its 16-inch research grade telescope are also
available for you to look through. Volunteers from the
Astronomical Society of Las Cruces are on hand to assist
visitors with the telescopes and answer questions. Regular
park day-use or camping fees ($10) apply. The sky watching
begins at 6:30pm and live classical music and food trucks are
available to augment astronomical activities.

Festival Flamenco Internacional de Albuquerque,
Albuquerque
The rich history of Flamenco has been regularly explored and
celebrated here in Albuquerque and the yearly festival to
honor this process is a must-attend summer event. Eight days
of discussion, workshops, dancing and public performances
provide participants with a stunning vision of an ages-old
form of artistic expression. There are various venues for all of
these entrancing and dancing festivities, including Rodey
Theater, the Experimental Theater and Carlisle Gymnasium,
all on the UNM campus. For more information about registration or to
buy tickets please visit the website or call 242-7600. (ffiabq.org/)

Fiesta en el Valle, Jemez Springs
The Valles Caledera National Preserve (39201 Highway 4, Jemez
Springs, N.M.) presents a mountainous, yet practical festival all about
interacting with nature. It happens the second weekend of June. Park
rangers discourse on their favorite hikes, fly fishing, recreation options
and outdoor safety in the Jemez mountains in this free, all day event
that is buoyed by the serene natural beauty of our state. Get ready for
some awesome adventures, outdoors-loving Burqueños! (AM)

June 16
Music on Top, Red River
Besides being a world-class ski town, Red River also features a wealth of
summer recreation opportunities including events at the Tip
Restaurant at Summit Camp (Red River Ski and Summer Area). Every
Saturday, June 16 through Aug. 11, from 11am until 1pm, the Music
on Top series features great New Mexican artists, starting with
singer/songwriter Tom Munch. Take the chairlift up to this storied
N.M. eatery and enjoy the Sangre de Cristo mountains and the cool
musical vibes. (AM)

June 22
Bodacious Butterfly Festival, Raton
From Friday, June 22 through Sunday, June 24, learn about butterfly
behaviors and practice catching these beautiful bugs with the kids in
Sugarite Canyon State Park. Butterfly behavior experts Steve Cary of
New Mexico and Mark Yaeger of Colorado are on hand to answer
questions (butterfly-related only). Event is from 7 to 8pm on Friday,
from 9am to 9pm on Saturday and from 9am to 3pm on Sunday. Event
is included in $5 park day-use fee.  (RB)

June 23
Dulce Base UFO Conference featuring Bigfoot, Dulce
“The only UFO conference on Native American reservation lands,”
boasts the website for the Dulce Base UFO Conference. Registration
begins at 3pm on Friday, June 22 and experts in the paranormal give
lectures starting at 8:30am Saturday and Sunday. This year’s featured
speaker is Dr. William Birnes, author of The Day After Roswell.Tickets
are $125. Visit the website to register in advance. (www.dulce-
base.com)

End of Trail, Edgewood 
For the 37th year, the Single Action Shooting Society presents the End
of Trail, the world championship of cowboy action shooting. Bust out
your spurs and head to Founders Ranch in Edgewood from 8am to 5pm
on June 23 or 24 when the competition is open to public viewing, the
saloon is jumping and vendors are selling the best in Old West merch.
Tickets are $5. (www.sassnet.com/EoT/index.php) (RB)

feature | Summer Guide

June 29
15th Annual Pork & Brew, Rio Rancho
From June 29 to July 1, sample New Mexico’s best barbecue and beers
at Rio Rancho’s 15th annual Pork & Brew Festival. It goes down at
Santa Ana Star Casino from 3 to 9pm on Friday, 11am to 7pm on
Saturday, and noon to 6pm on Sunday, with arts and crafts, live music,
cooking demos and pig races. Tickets are $6.
(www.rioranchonm.org/142/Pork-Brew) (RB)

June 30
Fort Stanton After Dark!, Fort Stanton
Visit historic Fort Stanton, established along the Rio Bonito in 1855,
on June 30 for their special After Dark! event. There, the Lincoln
County Paranormal Historical Society presides over the Civil War
ghosts while costumed historians roam the fort. The event is from 6 to
9pm. Tickets are $5, free for children under 10. (http://fortstanton.org/)

Toast of Taos Wine Festival & Golf Tournament, Ranchos de Taos
The Lions Club of Taos hosts the Toast of Taos Wine Festival and Golf
Tournament at the Taos Country Club. Compete with other golfers for
the longest drive starting at 9am, and begin tasting different wines of
New Mexico at 2pm. Ages 21+, tickets are $45.
(taoslions.org/index.php/toast_of_taos)

25th Annual Santa Fe Wine Festival, Santa Fe
Santa Fe’s longest running wine festival returns to El Rancho de las
Golondrinas from June 30 to July 1. Taste over 20 New Mexican wines,
dance to live music and shop for handmade arts and crafts. Anyone
under 21 must be accompanied by a guardian of legal age. Tickets are
$18 (includes complimentary wine glass).
(golondrinas.org/festivals/santa-fe-wine-festival/) (RB)

July 4th Fireworks, Elephant Butte
Celebrate this bombastic, patriotic holiday with the biggest fireworks
show in N.M. on the largest body of water in the state. Head down to
Elephant Butte State Park for a long weekend, where fees are waived
after 6pm in honor of the festivities. The sky lights up on the Saturday
closest to July 4 (June 30), shortly after dusk. Be sure to check out the
reflections in the water. (MF)

July 4
July 4th Tailgate Party and Fireworks Celebration, Eagle Nest 
Take the road less traveled to Eagles Nest for a blowout unlike any
other. It starts at 10am with an arts and crafts show at Enchanted Eagle
Park. From 11am to 4pm, it’s the Eagle’s Nest Fireman’s BBQ. The
annual Independence Day parade hits Therma Drive from 2 to 3pm.
From 5 to 10pm, the Enchanted Circle Gateway Museum holds its
second annual Tailgate Party, which features prime views of the roaring
fireworks festivities taking place over Eagle Nest Lake, for a mere $5 per
“legally seated” carload. Trip on up to “God’s Country” for free popcorn
and pretty lights. 

Key: AM = August March, D’OL = Devin D. O’Leary, JL = Joshua Lee, MF= Mayo Lua de Frenchie, MG = Maggie Grimason, RB = Robin Babb, TG = Taylor Grabowsky

Summer Guide  continues on page30 

Summer Guide continued from page27

Festival Flamenco Internacional de Albuquerque, Albuquerque on June 9
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Call to find out about our NEW vendor specials

Antiques, Collectibles, Furniture
Consignment & Much More

Mon - Sat 10:00am to 6:00pm
Sun 12:00pm to 5:00pm

4616 Central Ave. SE
ABQ, NM 87108

(505) 265-3161
ClassicCenturySquare.com

Classic
Century Square

Classic
Century Square

Classic
Century Square

Dinner for Two
$19.99 plus tax

Your choice:
Lasagna or Eggplant 

Parmigiana

Includes:
Soup or Salad, Italian bread

Coupon not valid with any other 
offer-not valid on holidays- in 

house only-Offer expires 5/19/18 

Banquet Room Available

Hours:
Monday - Thursday 11am - 8pm
Friday and Saturday 11am - 9pm

(505) 242-2006

722 Central Ave SW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
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Doo Dah Parade and Fireworks, Glenwood
Looking for some Small Town, U.S.A., goodness for your holiday
experience? Head to Glenwood Community Park, where there is a
parade on Highway 180 beginning at 7pm. Stick around for the food
and music that accompany the Big Bang Fireworks Display just after
dark on Wednesday, July 4. (MF)

July 6
2018 Roswell UFO Festival, Roswell
People from 43 states and 16 countries. 27 media groups, 24 live
network shows and countless printed stories can’t be wrong about the
legendary Roswell UFO Festival—taking place July 6 from noon to
10pm, July 7 from 10am to 10pm and July 8 from 10am to 3pm. Beam
on down to the site of the infamous Roswell UFO crash and be
confronted by more alien-oriented events (a UFO light parade,
planetarium shows, a sci-fi convention) than you can shake a probe at.
(www.ufofestivalroswell.com/) (MF)

July 11
Los Alamos ScienceFest, Los Alamos
If there hasn’t been a reason to skip over to the secluded town of Los
Alamos, Los Alamos ScienceFest gives at least one. Hundreds of
scientists, engineers, techies and artists gather to provide five days of
mind-blowing education and entertainment. The festival has a
plethora of events each day from Wednesday, July 11 through Sunday,
July 15. (losalamostsciencefestival.com)  (MF)

July 13
Capulin Star Party, Des Moines
Rarely can one talk about amazing things to see in N.M. without
mentioning the incredible star-viewing opportunities. Make a point to
jaunt over to Capulin Volcano National Monument outside Raton on
Friday, July 13 after dark for the annual Star Party. This Gold-Tier
International Dark Sky Association Park boasts one of the best night
sky viewing parties in the world!  (MF)

July 14
8th Annual Lavender in the Valley Festival, Abiquiu
New Mexicans tend to be understandably obsessed with one of our
most abundant and profitable floral crops, lavender. The Purple Adobe
Lavender Farm brings its Lavender Festival back on July 14 and 15
with u-pick lavender fields, their famous tea house, crafts, tours, food,
music and lots and lots of lavender. Tickets are $5 and children under
10 are free. (www.purpleadobelavenderfarm.com/id70.html) (MF)

July 16
CLAY Fest, Silver City
Journey down the Clay Trail to Silver City for the 2018 CLAY Fest,
July 16 through 21, for workshops and insight into the culture of clay.
In this region clay is creatively used as art for pottery, murals,
architecture and economy. This year-round clay destination shows off
its humble yet practical element of the Land of Enchantment.
(www.clayfestival.com) (MF)

July 19
Run to Raton, Raton
Don’t worry, no actual running is involved. This celebration of bikes,
trikes and classic cars “runs” from Thursday, July 19 to Sunday, July 22
and showcases northern New Mexico drinks, food and landscapes. The
packed event schedule includes live music, bike and car shows, a street
party, games and prizes. Austin-based country band The Derailes plays
Friday and Saturday night. It all starts on Thursday with a campout
and party in infamous “Cold Beer,” N.M. Plan your weekend
accordingly by checking out the happenings online. (runtoraton.com)
(MG)

July 21
28th Annual Sand Sculpture Contest, Roswell
Calling all heroes of the beach to the 28th Annual Sand
Sculpture Contest at Bottomless Lakes Park! Show your mad
beach skills by building the wildest, most unique sand
sculpture you can come up with while competing with other
park goers from 7am to 1pm. Normal park entrance fees
apply.

11th Annual ¡Viva México! Fiesta, Santa Fe 
Celebrate the rich culture of Mexico at the 11th Annual
¡Viva México! Fiesta at El Rancho de las Golondrinas. Enjoy
delicious Mexican food, shop at the mercado, listen to
mariachis and marvel at the amazing art both Saturday and
Sunday July 21 and 22 from 10am to 4pm. Admission for
adults is $8, teens and seniors are $6 and kids under 12 get in
free. Tickets can be purchased at holdmyticket.com.
(golondrinas.org/festivals/viva-mexico-celebration/) (JL)

July 27
Edgewood Music & Arts Festival, Edgewood 
The best bluegrass, folk, Irish and Western swing music acts cool their
heels at Edgewood’s annual Music & Arts Festival, Friday and Saturday
July 27 and 28, at the Wildlife West amphitheater. Headliners include
Karl Schiflett & Big Country Show, Wood & Wire and The Cowboy
Way. Admission to the park is free for children under 5, $9 for adults,
$7 for seniors and $5 for students. Doors are open 10am to 6pm.
(wildlifewest.org/wwblog/) (JL)

August 3
Old Lincoln Days, Lincoln
Step into New Mexico’s past with food, music and a reenactment of
Billy the Kid’s dramatic last escape at the Lincoln Historic Site. Old
Lincoln Days takes visitors back to the days of the bloody Lincoln
County War with live performances, music, food and a parade. Adult
admission is $6. Museums open at 8:30am, and the reenactment caps it
off at 8:30pm.  (JL)

August 4
Socorro Chile Harvest Triathlon, Socorro
Compete in the spiciest ’athlon of the summer—the Chile Harvest
Triathlon in Socorro. Swim, bike and run your way to legend status
Saturday, Aug. 4 starting at 7:30am. Registration costs $60 for adults if
filed before June 19, $80 if filed later. Registration ends Aug. 1.
(www.chileharvesttri.com/)

Places With a Past 2018 Historic Homes and Buildings Tour, Las
Vegas
Celebrate the rejuvenation of Las Vegas with a self-guided tour of
historic, freshly renovated homes and buildings. View these beautiful
structures the way they were meant to be seen. Buildings along the tour
route open their doors to visitors from 9am to 4pm. Tickets are $25 per
person and can be purchased online. (www.lvcchp.org/)

46th Annual Arts & Crafts Show, Santa Fe 
Support local art and give a helping hand to New Mexico’s young
women by heading out to the 46th annual Arts and Crafts Show
benefiting Girls Inc. of Santa Fe. The juried show features the work of
over a hundred artists and takes place at The Plaza downtown on
Saturday from 9am to 6pm and on Sunday from 9am to 4pm.
(girlsincofsantafe.org/arts-crafts)

Hemp Fiesta, Albuquerque
Help make the summer a little greener with the Weekly Alibi at the
second annual Hemp Fiesta. Learn about one of the fastest-growing
industries in New Mexico from medical cannabis experts and industry
leaders at Balloon Fiesta Park from noon to 9pm. Admission is free.
(nmhempfiesta.com) (JL)

August 11
Zuni Pueblo ArtWalk, Zuni
The artists of Zuni Pueblo open the doors of their studios for an all-day
ArtWalk, Saturday Aug. 11 and Sunday Aug. 12. Experience all the
potters, jewelers, fiber artists and more this historic western New
Mexico pueblo has to offer. Maps are available online or through the
Zuni Pueblo Visitors Center. (zunipuebloart.org) (D’OL)

August 17
Music From Angel Fire, Taos
For 35 years the village of Taos has brought world-class chamber music
musicians to our state to share the joy of classical music. From Aug. 17
to Sept. 1, more than a dozen concerts take place all over northern
New Mexico (Angle Fire, Taos, Las Vegas, Raton, Eagle Nest). Noted
local flautist Robert Mirabal kicks off the 2018 season with a special
Mozart concert at the Angel Fire Community Center on Aug. 17.
Mozart is the main focus this year, but other composers get their
moment in the limelight, as well—including a 100th birthday
celebration for Leonard Bernstein. Full schedules are online now.
Tickets go on sale June 1. (D’OL)

August 18
Questa Arts Tour, Questa
Now in its third year, the Questa Arts tour takes place Aug. 18 and 19.
More than 30 artists and craftspeople are on display, allowing visitors
the opportunity to snap up everything from oil paintings to homemade
soap, from jewelry to glassworks. While there, shoppers are invited to
take in the beautiful high-altitude scenery, hike in the Carson National
Forest and check out some of the local restaurants.
(questaartstour.com) (D’OL)

August 25
Elephant Butte Balloon Regatta, Elephant Butte
The last full weekend in August (Aug. 25 and 26) welcomes this 38th
annual slow-motion balloon/boat race through the air and in the water
of Elephant Butte. It starts at dawn with a traditional mass ascension.
This is followed by a unique relay race in which boat captains hand off
batons to balloon pilots. The day ends at dusk with an evening balloon
glow. Admission is free with State Park entrance fee. (ebbr.org) (D’OL)

August 31
Burning of Zozobra, Santa Fe
This trademark New Mexico event traces back almost a hundred years.
The towering, 50-foot marionette known as Zozobra (a.k.a Old Man
Gloom) is stuffed full of people’s handwritten regrets and set on fire at
sundown on the first night of Labor Day weekend (the unofficial end of
summer). This cathartic immolation leaves hyped-up revelers happier
and (theoretically) less burdened by worldly concerns. Gates open at
3pm at Fort Marcy Park. Entertainment starts at 7. Tickets (still just
$10) go on sale July 4. For an exta $10 visitors from Albuquerque can
add a round-trip Railrunner ticket for added convenience.
(burnzozobra.com) (D’OL) a
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Summer Guide continued from page28

8th Annual Lavender in the Valley Festival, Abiquiu on July 14
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175,000*
Readers will see this

It could have been your ad.
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SONIC REDUCER
BYAUGUST MARCH

Zoltan and the Fortune
Tellers
Mad as a Hatter

(Self-Released)

Dear listener: how far do
you want to wander
from the hipster-loaded,
hesher-dominant flying
saucer hovering over
Albuquerque’s music
scene? You know, the one that emits a steady
stream of music guaranteed to get you to go
Downtown and spend your feria on what
you’ve probably heard a million times before. I
know you go for the flava, for the peeps—but
forget about those wondrous attractions for
the moment. If you truly wanna be like Will
Robinson, wandering from the Jupiter Two in
search of adventure and enlightenment, then
here’s the record for you. Zoltan Székely’s
latest effort with his trio, the Fortune Tellers,
is about as far from Earth (and Albuquerque)
as one might expect from this Transylvanian
transplant and his intense, otherworldly sense
of musicality. By turns fascinating, dance-
inducing, thought-provoking and just plain fun
to listen to, this album includes classics like
“Dreaming of Lemurs,” “Nude Anthem” and
the epic closer, “Tonight we dance.” Székely
has made a career of taking Eastern European
conceits to their height and then drowning
them in intelligent whimsy and intricately
uncommon phrasing; with this release he is at
the height of his mystic powers. Of course, the
“Lost in Space” analogy works wonders here,
again: Find this album or die trying.

Self Neglect
Justice v. Justification

(Empty House Studio)

The angry crunch of
guitars and saturnine
slamming of cymbals at
the beginning of this
album presages a sort of
relentlessness and
restlessness that
shapes a record
convinced of its own alienation from any
number of communities, musical and personal.
Yet, despite this inherent wickedness,
listeners are presented with a workable model
of what it means to be punk. Hint: it has
nothing to do with the way one dresses and
ultimately absolutely nothing to do with what
shows one goes to or, heaven forbid, what one
listens to. “Bad by Michael Jackson” implores
all to “get the fuck away from me,” while the
follow up, “Essays in Idleness,” propels those
who are game into the maelstrom of
experience that ultimately shapes the output
of real punk rock. “Party ‘Til You’re Homeless”
lumbers and tumbles through this same
miasma, inviting participants to join the party
that becomes the fray that becomes the end.
Or something like that. The end really does
come—after 12 brain-stunning tracks—on
“Wreck” a slice of antipathy that promises
“destruction without end” but fortunately
leaves the door open for more kickass
tuneage from a band whose members favor
names like Mr. Mayor, Magic Matt, Cam and
Leon. It’s good work if you can find it, as they
say. a

MUSIC | Show Up!

Try the True Sound
of live music en el Burque

BY AUGUST MARCH

“Y
ou bent the edge, eclipsed and turned
around, aligning/ And though the dark,
sparked rays of violet light, blinding/ I

went about the job of sowing thoughts and
feelings/ Oh some were good, some bad, I felt
the cries of healing/ ’Cause tried and true, I see
the light in you/ Oh can you dig in my soul,
could you smell my whole life?”—“Tried and
True” by Ween.

Okay, just so you know, last week I changed
all kinda important things in my life, but I let
the music be. Here are my examples of
springtime change: I moved Downtown into a
little bungalow with my wife, forever
foresaking our suburbanite pretensions so that
we could be what we really are, which turns
out to be something freaky and musical. I
tossed out most of my parents’ belongings—I
kept the piano, some records and my father’s
books—as well as a heap of ill-fitting clothes
that were more apt for a clerk or a teacher
than for a music critic. I’m happier now
because of this sea-change; I like those big
waves and shudder to think I was once afeared
of the rivulets and raindrops that comprised
my life. That said, I hope to see you all at any
number of excellent shows happening this
week and in the future. Onward, as someone
said, onward through time and space!

Friday
There is going to be a heavy metal concert in
Albuquerque on Friday night, May 11 at
Launchpad (618 Central Ave. SW) and is it
ever going to rock, fellow heshers and
metalheads! If you are craving an opportunity
to bang your head and display your horns
wantonly and discursively, then this is your
chance to do so. This is going to be a premier

Plutonic presentation, so the mayor of Burque
himself may be in the audience; quien sabes,
carnales? Anywho, this delicious deadfall of a
date features Goatwhore, a blackened death
metal quintet outta NOLA that features
albums like the always listenable but brain-
beating Carving out the Eyes of God and the
mind-melting Constricting Rage of the Merciless.
With guitarist Sammy Duet and vocalist L.
Ben Falgoust II at the helm, concert-goers can
expect a nonpareil trip to the underground.
That journey to Hades will surely be
supplemented by performances by Burque’s
own Suspended. Winners of this year’s Best of
Burque Music awards in the heavy metal
category, Amada Castillo, Jessica Armstrong
and Channing Concho demonstrate through
doing why metal rules this burg. Crusty
thrashers Econarchy and new residents of hell
Street Tombs open this night of soul-selling
pleasure. 8:30pm • $12 • 21+.

Saturday
Jet City indie folk experts Fleet Foxes perform
at Sunshine Theater (120 Central Ave. SW)
on Saturday, May 12 in a gig guaranteed to
bring out the hipster in just about everyone
over the age of 13 but under the age of 97 (ask
my grandpappy. He’s 98 next week and never
heard of this shizz). But back to the band at
issue: Fleet Foxes do this thing where they
combine superbly blended harmonies with a
folk-rock sensibility that is deeply
influenced—ironically, hipsters ironically—by
dudes who can’t really sing at all but still wrote
some of the best melodies in the history of the
thing called rocanrol. You know, I’m talking
about Bob Dylan and Neil Young, for
Chrissakes, but you might as well float the
name Brian Wilson around that band too,
because a lot of what the Foxes do—harmony-
wise—can be traced to the car-racing, acid-

eating activities of said elder Beach Boy. Their
latest recording, Crack-Up served to redefine
and ultimately re-vision the place and
permanency of the genre called folk-rock,
whilst laying new pipe for a format some
considered dead or dying. They’re just waiting
for the sweetheart of the rodeo to show up
because you know what? Ghengis Khan, he
could not keep all his men supplied with sleep:
Find out exactly what I mean at this must-hear
concert. Amen Dunes open. 8pm • $39.50 •
13+.

Tuesday
One day, Kendrick Lamar is going to win the
Pulitzer Prize and slay all doubts in the minds
of Americans about the relevance of hip-hop
nation. That someday is now folks. The 2018
winner of the Pulitzer Prize for music will
make an appearance at Isleta Amphitheater
(5601 University Blvd. SE) on Tuesday, May
15. And to think I had been avoiding Lamar’s
oeuvre due to my predilection for OG West
Coast acts like Dr. Dre and Tupac. Although
these seminal rappers should have, by all
accounts, led me to the intense and intelligent
reality generated by K-Dot’s work, it took an
odd appearance by a mysterious old friend to
lead me to the path of righteousness and glory.
I spent a cold night in January drinking vodka
and listening to To Pimp a Butterfly with my
old friend Jean. That record is at least as good
as Revolver or Houses of the Holy or Ladies of the
Canyon—or all three combined—if you wanna
know. The opportunity to see the new king of
hip-hop in person, in Burque after his latest
effort DAMN. won a Pulitzer in 2018 should
be considered both an honor and a privilege.
ScHool Boy Q and SZA are among the other
acts on the bill, so get ready! Be there or be
square. Period. 7:30pm • $60 to $208 • All-
ages. a

Fleet Foxes COURTESY OF THE ARTIST Kendrick Lamar COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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THURSDAY MAY 10
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Silver String Band • Americana, bluegrass,
folk • 6pm • FREE

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Ladies’ Night •
Tequila Rain • Latin, classic rock • 8pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Chris and Company • Scotty and The Atomics • rock,
reggae, funk • Jimmy’s FamJamly • variety • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Black Magic Flower Power • Black Unicorn •
surf rock, heavy metal • 8pm

POSH NIGHTCLUB DJ Ohm • hip-hop, EDM, hardstyle • 10pm •
21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Seth Hoffman • folk, acoustic •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Schumann and Kinabrew •
acoustic rock • 6pm

SECOND STREET BREWERY TAPROOM, Santa Fe North by North •
Sex Headaches • Southwestern maverick jazz • Bodies • experi-
mental rock • 9pm • $8 • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK High Desert Playboys • country,
Americana • 8pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY MAY 11
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho 1967 • hard
rock • 4:30pm • January Storm • classic rock • 7:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMMichael Goodman •
variety • 5:30pm • Rog Alan Duo • variety • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BRIXENS Shane Wallin • singer-songwriter • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Str8 Shot • Spanish,
country, variety • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Tracey Whitney • classic jazz, soul • 10pm • FREE •
21+

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO Tracy Lawrence • country • 8pm •
$20-$30 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Goatwhore • Suspended • Econarchy • metal • Street
Tombs • 8:30pm

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB The Hard Livin’ Band • honky-tonk, country •
8pm • $4 • 21+

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Scotty and The Atomics • rock,
reggae, funk • 8pm • $5 • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY The Boonies • 4pm • Tres
Pendejos • rock, pop, reggae • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Leftover Soul • DJ Leftovers • vinyl, soul • 9pm • FREE

SATURDAY MAY 12
B2B2 TAPROOM Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • ALL-AGES!

THE BARELAS EVENT CENTER Pink Freud • jazz, trance, nu-jazz,
psychedelic • 6pm

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Salazar • variety •
4:30pm • Jessica’s Reign • variety • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Jon Seusy • variety •
5:30pm • Chill • singer-songwriter, tropical rock, folk, pop • 8:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BRIXENS Leah Leyva and The Band • pop, blues, rock • 8pm •
FREE

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER YFN Lucci • hip-hop • 7pm • $22 •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Eric McFadden • rock • 9pm

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB Bass Abduction • EDM Night • DJ, electronic •
8pm • $4 • 21+

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Chile Pi • pop, folk, acoustic • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Bellemah • acoustic, indie • 11pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Good Morning Bedlam • folk •
8pm

Calendar | MusiC
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SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 7pm

SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues,
R&B • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SUNSHINE THEATER Fleet Foxes • indie rock • Amen Dunes • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Russell James • folk, singer-songwriter •
5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS RJ Perez • funk, blues, covers •
7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Twin Cisterns • alternative,
indie rock • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY MAY 13
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Tom Bennett • folk, one man band • 4pm •
FREE

FRESH BISTRO Spankey Lee • folk, jazz, pop, blues, mellow rock •
10am • FREE • ALL-AGES!

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Morbid Angel • Origin • Dreaming
Dead • death metal • Hate Storm Annihalation • 6:30pm • $25 •
ALL-AGES!

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Blues Jam • open mic • 3pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

MONDAY MAY 14
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Jim Jones •
country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Singing Pilgrims •
folk, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Frenship • electropop • Yoke Lore • 8pm

SISTER Julie Byrne • Vagabon • electronic punk • 8pm • $12-$15

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Tom Bennett One Man Band • folk • 5pm •
Old-Time Jam Circle • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY MAY 15
HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Tech N9ne • rap, hip-hop • Krizz Kaliko •
Just Juice • Joey Cool • King Iso • 7pm • $35 • ALL-AGES!

ISLETA AMPHITHEATER Kendrick Lamar • SZA • Ab-Soul • hip-
hop • ScHoolboy Q • rap • TDE Family • 7:30pm • $51

VILLA HISPANA @ EXPO NM Modest Mouse • indie, rock, alter-
native • 7pm • $40

WEDNESDAY MAY 16
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio RanchoMusic with Mike •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BRIXENS Kevin Cummings Jr. • guitar • 6:30pm • FREE

EL PATRON Schumann & Kinabrew • acoustic rock • 5:30pm •
FREE • 21+

HYATT REGENCY DOWNTOWN Franc Chiwiwi’s Latin Jazz Allstars •
Latin jazz • 6pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD The Despots • surf, punk, blues, rock • Whiskey
Diablo • country, jazz, rock • The Gentry • 8pm

SISTER Prism Bitch • punk • Clarke and the Himselfs • Future
Scars • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Todd Tijerina • blues, roots, funk, rock •
8:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Singer Songwriter Showcase •
Bella and Bridwell • Teagan Stewart • Jacques Dorier • Lori Nash •
4pm • FREE • 21+

THURSDAY MAY 17
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE The Urban Pioneers • Western swing,
Americana, bluegrass, rockabilly • 6pm • FREE

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Ladies’ Night • Fat
City • hip-hop, R&B, funk • 8pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Thursday Night Girl Fight • Ermine • Lady Uranium •
smearwave, dustpop • Weed Rat • Milch de la Maquina • 8pm •
$5

POSH NIGHTCLUB DJ Ohm • hip-hop, EDM, hardstyle • 10pm •
21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Shaky Hand String Band •
bluegrass, roots • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Anthony Torrez and the
Regulators • outlaw country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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bAked goods | cAnnAbis news by joshuA lee

Finger in the Air
Candidates flaky on legal cannabis

O
ver the last months, we’ve seen cannabis

decriminalized in Albuquerque and hemp

research legalized at the state level. At the

national level, we’re seeing serious bipartisan

efforts to legalize hemp on the parts of

lawmakers.
The country is clearly moving in the right

direction, so why is it that only one
gubernatorial candidate in New Mexico is
willing to fully support cannabis legalization
publicly? Last month, Democratic candidate
Jeff Apodaca sent out a release detailing his
plan to legalize recreational cannabis and
expand the medical program. “We were
the first state to authorize medical
marijuana in 1978 when my father
signed the law,” he wrote in the
statement, “why are we shooting for
being the last to legalize cannabis for
adult use?”
And the others? In a profile

recently published in the Albuquerque
Journal, Democratic forerunner
and US Rep. Michelle Lujan
Grisham says she’s willing to sign
legislation legalizing cannabis for
adult use if it “includes protections
for kids, DWI, medical cannabis
patients and sensible regulations.” This is
a vast improvement and seems like a glowing
pro-cannabis stance, but I still remember soft
language coming from her camp a few months
ago when she called to “move towards
legalizing recreational cannabis in a way that
improves public safety” and “conduct a
thorough analysis of recreational cannabis
programs in other states.” That might sound
promising, but this old cynical warhorse has
been around the block enough to know a
squeamish lack of commitment when I hear it.
She also managed to tag on that while
legalizing, the state needs to make sure “we do
not jeopardize the current New Mexico
medical cannabis industry and existing
producers.” Which seems like an odd concern
that has little to do with ethics or public
health. Curious—I believe this demands closer
inspection over the coming months.
The final Democratic candidate, Sen.

Joseph Cervantes doesn’t plan to legalize at all,
according to his profile in the Journal. He says
he’s open to hearing plans that “show
economic and regulatory viability,” but is more
concerned with championing
decriminalization, which he says he’ll do
immediately if elected. Only problem: The
voters in Albuquerque and Santa Fe already
have that. You’re just going to have to do
better, Cervantes.
Meanwhile, when asked about his stance on

legalization of cannabis last month, the sole
Republican candidate—Congressman Steve
Pearce—said, “I do not see how in combating
poverty you can put one more obstacle in front
of people who are struggling to get out of
poverty, so I don’t see where I would support
recreational marijuana.” He also added: “I
don’t see how it fits that we’re going to deal

with addiction and yet we’re going to people,
‘This one is OK.’ ” A spokesperson for Pearce
later claimed the comment wasn’t made to
distinguish cannabis use by rich and poor
people, and said the candidate meant that
Colorado has “their right to spend their tax
money mitigating the destructive effects of
drug addiction how they choose,” implying
that legal cannabis is a detriment to society.
It might come as no surprise that Pearce is

bucking legalization, but the Democrats are
clearly going against their own party’s
sentiments. In March, the New Mexico
Democratic Party publicly announced their
support for legalizing at the federal level
at the party’s pre-primary convention.
They encouraged New Mexican
Democrats to support the removal of
cannabis from the list of scheduled
drugs in the Controlled Substances
Act.

I can’t help but wonder how
every candidate but Apodaca
seems to have trouble perusing
the growing body of research
and data pertaining to the

positive effects cannabis has had
on the states where it’s legal, but
the constant refrain of “need more

research” means they must be missing a
few studies here and there.
I suppose their days are quite busy, so I

suggest we all help them out a little. Two
studies were published in the journal JAMA
Internal Medicine last month that linked access
to cannabis and lower rates of issued opioid
prescriptions. In “Association Between US
State Medical Cannabis Laws and Opioid
Prescribing in the Medicare Part D Population”
researchers at the University of Georgia found
that states with medical cannabis dispensaries
had a 14.4 percent reduction in the number of
daily opioid doses filled compared to states
without medical marijuana laws. In
“Association of Medical and Adult-Use
Marijuana Laws With Opioid Prescribing for
Medicaid Enrollees,” data showed that in states
where medical and recreational cannabis laws
were enacted, they were followed by reductions
in Medicaid opiate prescription rates of 5.88
percent and 6.38 percent, respectively.
Since Pearce obviously doesn’t understand

the actual connection between cannabis and
opioid addiction, I’ll be mailing full copies of
these studies to his office in Washington (2432
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington,
D.C. 20515). I bet there’s a good chance one of
his interns will give him the bullet points.
Here’s an idea: If you find any good

literature out there, dear reader, why don’t you
pass it along to these poor souls. Let them
know that they’re falling behind the times.
Lujan Grisham’s office’s mailing address is 400
Gold Avenue SW, Ste. 680, Albuquerque,
N.M. 87102. Cervantes’ office gets mail at
2610 South Espina, Las Cruces, N.M. 88001.
Maybe they just don’t know what we

actually want. a
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): The Torah is a primary
sacred text of the Jewish religion. It consists of
exactly 304,805 letters. When specially trained
scribes make handwritten copies for ritual purposes,
they must not make a single error in their
transcription. The work may take as long as 18
months. Your attention to detail in the coming weeks
doesn’t have to be quite so painstaking, Aries, but I
hope you’ll make a strenuous effort to be as diligent
as you can possibly be.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Born under the sign
of Taurus, Edmund Wilson was a renowned 20th-
century author and critic who wrote more than 30
books. He also served as editor for Vanity Fair and
The New Republic, and influenced the work of at least
7 major American novelists. When he was growing up,
he spent most of his free time reading books: 16 hours
a day during summer vacations. His parents, worried
about his obsessive passion, bought him a baseball
uniform, hoping to encourage him to diversify his
interests. His response was to wear the uniform while
reading books 16 hours a day. I trust you will be
equally dedicated to your own holy cause or noble
pursuit in the coming weeks, Taurus. You have cosmic
clearance to be single-minded about doing what you
love.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): It’s possible you could
pass for normal in the next three weeks; you might be
able to fool a lot of people into thinking you’re an
average, ordinary contributor to the dull routine. But
it will be far healthier for your relationship with
yourself if you don’t do such a thing. It will also be a
gift to your less daring associates, who in my opinion
would benefit from having to engage with your
creative agitation and fertile chaos. So my advice is to
reveal yourself as an imperfect work-in-progress
who’s experimenting with novel approaches to the
game of life. Recognize your rough and raw features
as potential building blocks for future achievements.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): “Paradise is scattered
over the whole Earth,” wrote the scientific poet
Novalis, “and that is why it has become so
unrecognizable.” Luckily for you, Cancerian, quite a
few fragments of paradise are gathering in your
vicinity. It’ll be like a big happy reunion of tiny miracles
all coalescing to create a substantial dose of
sublimity. Will you be ready to deal with this much
radiance? Will you be receptive to so much relaxing
freedom? I hope and pray you won’t make a cowardly
retreat into the trendy cynicism that so many people
mistake for intelligence. (Because in that case,
paradise might remain invisible.) Here’s my judicious
advice: Be insistent on pleasure! Be voracious for joy!
Be focused on the quest for beautiful truths!

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): These days, your friends
and allies and loved ones want even more from you
than they usually do. They crave more of your
attention, more of your approval, more of your
feedback. And that’s not all. Your friends and allies
and loved ones also hope you will give more love to
yourself. They will be excited and they will feel
blessed if you express an even bigger, brighter version
of your big, bright soul. They will draw inspiration from
your efforts to push harder and stronger to fulfill your
purpose here on planet Earth.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): One of the advantages
you get from reading my horoscopes is that I offer
confidential information about the gods’ caprices and
leanings. For example, I can tell you that Saturn—also
known as Father Time—is now willing to allot you a
more luxurious relationship with time than usual, on
one condition: that you don’t squander the gift on
trivial pursuits. So I encourage you to be discerning
and disciplined about nourishing your soul’s craving
for interesting freedom. If you demonstrate to Saturn
how constructively you can use his blessing, he’ll be
inclined to provide more dispensations in the future.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Vincent van Gogh’s
painting “The Starry Night” hangs on a wall in New
York’s Museum of Modern Art. He created it in 1889
while living in a French asylum. Around that same

time, 129 years ago, a sheepherder in Wyoming
created a sourdough starter that is still fresh today. A
cook named Lucille Clarke Dumbrill regularly pulls this
frothy mass of yeast out of her refrigerator and uses it
to make pancakes. In the coming weeks, Libra, I’d love
to see you be equally resourceful in drawing on an old
resource. The past will have offerings that could
benefit your future.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Love everyone twice
as much and twice as purely as you ever have before.
Your mental health requires it! Your future dreams
demand it! And please especially intensify your love
for people you allegedly already love but sometimes
don’t treat as well as you could because you take
them for granted. Keep this Bible verse in mind, as
well: “Don’t neglect to show kindness to strangers;
for, in this way, some, without knowing it, have had
angels as their guests.”

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): After
meditating on your astrological aspects for an hour, I
dozed off. As I napped, I had a dream in which an
androgynous angel came to me and said, “Please
inform your Sagittarius readers that they should be
callipygian in the next two weeks.” Taken back, my
dreaming self said to the angel, “You mean
‘callipygian’ as in ‘having beautiful buttocks’?” “Yes,
sir,” the angel replied. “Bootylicious. Bumtastic.
Rumpalicious.” I was puzzled. “You mean like in a
metaphorical way?” I asked. “You mean Sagittarians
should somehow cultivate the symbolic equivalent of
having beautiful buttocks?” “Yes,” the angel said.
“Sagittarians should be elegantly well-grounded.
Flaunt their exquisite foundation. Get to the bottom
of things with flair. Be sexy badasses as they focus on
the basics.” “OK!” I said.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):Now is a
favorable time to discuss in elegant detail the semi-
secret things that are rarely or never talked about. It’s
also a perfect moment to bring deep feelings and
brave tenderness into situations that have been
suffering from half-truths and pretense. Be
aggressively sensitive, my dear Capricorn. Take a bold
stand in behalf of compassionate candor. And as you
go about these holy tasks, be entertaining as well as
profound. The cosmos has authorized you to be a
winsome agent of change.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): In his 1931 painting
“The Persistence of Memory,” Salvador Dali shows
three clocks that seem to be partially liquefied, as if in
the process of melting. His biographer Meredith
Etherington-Smith speculated that he was inspired to
create this surrealistic scene when he saw a slab of
warm Camembert cheese melting on a dinner table. I
foresee the possibility of a comparable development
in your life, Aquarius. Be alert for creative inspiration
that strikes you in the midst of seemingly mundane
circumstances.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): “My whole life is
messed up with people falling in love with me,” said
Piscean poet Edna St. Vincent Millay. She spoke the
truth. She inspired a lot of adoration, and it stirred up
more chaos than she was capable of managing.
Luckily, you will have fewer problems with the
attention coming your way, Pisces. I bet you’ll be
skilled at gathering the benefits and you’ll be
unflummoxed by the pitfalls. But you’ll still have to
work hard at these tasks. Here’s some help. Tip #1:
Stay in close touch with how you really feel about the
people who express their interest in you. Tip #2: Don’t
accept gifts with strings attached. Tip #3: Just
because you’re honored or flattered that someone
finds you attractive doesn’t mean you should
unquestioningly blend your energies with them. a

HOMEWORK: DO YOU ALLOW YOUR IMAGINATION TO
INDULGE IN FANTASIES THAT ARE WASTEFUL,
DAMAGING OR DUMB? I DARE YOU TO STOP IT.

TESTIFY AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888
or (900) 950-7700.
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Me: danced (er, swayed) next to you. longish hair tucked
behind ears, blk shirt w/skeleton & guitar on it. rode past the
3 of you on my bike on your way to yr car.
Wanted to talk 2/you & really wanted to dance w/you during
the slow songs, but that seemed creepy. so... here we are.
meet for a drink/walk/listen to BigThief album?
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: Sister Bar.

NOTHING IS BY CHANCE
Do you ever wish you could have a second chance meeting
someone for the first time? Sounds campy, but your warm
smile and helpful ways touched me so. I regret going postal
over those tent poles and not showing my interest in you
with an invitation out. Meeting you was quite unexpected,
and hearing from you soon would make my day.
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: Post Officeon 4/17/2018.

DANCING AT THE REN FAIR, SAW YOU
WATCH ME
I saw a guy with dark black beard, black hair, dark eyes,
Caucasian on Saturday at the Ren fair at Balloon Field. He
was wearing I think a Renaissance outfit. He was watching
me as I danced.. I was by the tents outside w live drummers! I
wanted to talk to him after but got caught up w my dancing
and forgot. After I was finished the crowd went. I thought,
crap where did that fellow go? Lost in the wind! Just wanted
to say hi! If you see this, contact me! Let’s be friends!
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: ABQ Renaissance Fairon 4/28/2018.

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN AT BIG THIEF SHOW
You: w/2 pals @ BigThief, brn hair w/bangs, mole on rt side
of mouth. yr male friend danced w/taco tray & bought two
LPs, yr female friend had short hair & white shirt.

Beauty Services

w
MALE WAXING STUDIO
Man Scpaer Spa is a male

focused Waxing, Grooming &
Massage studio located in
Downtown. Male Waxing &
Grooming is my specialty. To
learn more or to book online
visit ManScaperSpa.com or Text
505-750-1498

Photographic Services

WEDDING & PORTRAIT
PHOTOG
www.DavidMartinezPhotography.
com

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby Busters
to the Baby Boomers. Distributed
throughout Abq, Rio Rancho,
Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available at
restaurants, grocery stores, college
campuses, select retailers and
various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics, humor,
film, opinion, music, art and the
most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Comedy

SOUTHWEST COMEDY
SHOWCASE May 25-26, at
The Outpost Theater Tickets:
Mike Salazar 505-688-3659

Announcements

SYREENA ANETTE ROBERTS
http://syreenaroberts.com/

w
EARTH-FIRSTERS ?? An
endangered species

needs your help. Call 505-
433-9823 to find out how you
can. Make a difference

Studies

ABQ DRINQ STUDY We are
seeking healthy individuals
22-55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for

a study of how alcohol use
affects brain functioning. The
study involves four visits at the
Mind Research Network over
18 months and each visit
requires up to 8 hours, which
can be split over multiple
days. You will be compensated
at the rate of $20/hour for
your participation. The Mind
Research Network is located
on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If
you would like to be
considered for the study,
please call 505-633-4028 or
email abqdrinq@mrn.org.
Please mention âABQ DRINQ
Studyâ. 

SECONDHAND SMOKE
RESEARCH The UNM College
of Pharmacy is recruiting non-
smokers currently exposed to
secondhand smoke, 19-50
years old, for a study on a new
risk factor for heart disease.
Two visits (1 & 2 hrs) are
needed. You will be
compensated for your time.
Call Allison Segovia 505-272-
0578. HRRC #15-033

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every

generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select
retailers and various downtown
locations. Coverage includes
politics, humor, film, opinion,
music, art and the most
comprehensive entertainment
guide in Nuevo Mexico. ¡Arriba!

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Seeking people 21-50 yrs. old
who have experienced
domestic violence, rape,
sexual assault, or severe
physical assault. Study
involves two appts. at UNM.
Participants receive financial
compensation. Visit
https://rebrand.ly/CASAAstud
y to see if you qualify. Call
505-925-2335 or email
casaastudy@gmail.com for
more info. 

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Real Estate
Office Space

Northeast

FOX EXECUTIVE OFFICES
Would a virtual office work for
you? Call 505-260-2300 

Rooms/Roommates

Downtown

w
ROOMING HOUSE
Looking for friendly,

kind, considerate people to
rent rooms in Barelas

Licensed Massage

FULL BODY MASSAGE
Therapeutic bodywork to ease
those aching muscles.
$30/30mins, $60/hr,
$80/90mins Outcall
add$10/time cash. 805 San
Pedro Dr SE ABQ. Call
Patterson 505-385-6429. LMT
5767

MOTHERS - HEAL & RELAX
It’s your turn. Skilled healing,
deep relaxation. 25 years

experience. $60 w/ad. Katrina
LMT#6855 (505)506-4016
innovative.massagetherapy.co
m Gift Certificates Available 

ACHING? FEEL BETTER!
$55/Hr Deep Tissue/as
desired. Judy, 25 yrs exp.
(505) 856-5467

MEZMERIZING MASSAGE BY
MISS VIKI Call 505-304-
4121 to schedule Appt. Lic#
1904

Body & Soul

rooming house. On bus route,
8 single rooms share 2
bathrooms and kitchen. Rent
is $425/m (util included),
$150/dd with m2m lease.
Interviews done on Fri/Sat.
For more info, call 505-379-
1677 PLEASE DO NOT TEXT 

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching.
I am a Certified Tantra
Educator, Professional
Massage Therapist,
Relationship Coach and Reiki
Practitioner. Please call me for
detailed information and
scheduling. Namaste,Julianne
505 920 3083 

Metaphysical

THANK YOU, SAINT EXPEDITE
St. Expedite, thank you so
much for your help! I thought I
was in a completely hopeless
situation, but you seriously
came through for me. Thank
you so much!

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Are you
strugglilng with COMPULSIVE
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR and WANT
HELP? Call (505) 510-1722
or visit www.abqsaa.org
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 Puts two and two together

5 Clean the deck

9 Filibuster-airing channel

14 Cheer

15 Serve tea

16 River past Liechtenstein

17 “South Park” co-creator
Parker

18 Rice-A-___

19 Oscar winner Jeremy

20 Subsequent to a sin?

23 Dartmouth or Brown, e.g.

24 “I” focus?

25 Kissing disease’s
progression?

34 Lively tunes

35 Where the mojito
supposedly originated

36 Pudding layer

37 In-flight announcement, for
short

38 Powerful person

39 Fireman’s tool

40 Doesn’t just sit there

42 Zest

43 In ___ (stuck)

45 Scaredy-typesetting
machine?

48 Singer Rita born in what’s
now Kosovo

49 Wide shoe size

50 British romance novelist’s
boast?

58 Awestruck

59 Intensify

60 “Sopranos” actress ___ de
Matteo

61 Samurai without a master

62 “Monster” that’s really a
lizard

63 Fish sometimes eaten by
raccoons

64 Special vocabulary

65 Fix, at the vet’s office

66 Turns into compost

Down

1 Commedia dell’___

2 Boots’s cartoon friend

3 Active person

4 Coif expert

5 Uses a mister

6 Dog park noise

7 Jackie, on “Roseanne”

8 Cheese in a wheel

9 Recoil in distaste

10 Psilocybin, slangily

11 Semistable subatomic
particle

12 Part of A.D.

13 “Duck Hunt” platform

21 Fashion designer Saint-
Laurent

22 Amy Winehouse song

25 Garment fold

26 Obstacle

27 Get ___ start

28 City northwest of Orlando

29 Completely messed up, in
military slang

30 Govt. investment

31 Giraffe’s relative

32 #37

33 “On a scale of ___ ten ...”

38 Inexperienced with

41 Sign for October 23-
November 21

43 Parliamentary votes

44 Meager

46 Familiarize with new
surroundings

47 Flexibility

50 “What hump?” speaker of
film

51 Designer Vera

52 They’re often sold in sixes
or twelves

53 Be klutzy

54 Greeting in Guatemala

55 Cookie that rolled out a
Kettle Corn flavor (up for
voting) in 2018

56 Hanukkah candy

57 Talk back to

58 Constellation called “the
Altar”
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ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Flip the On Switch”—turn on, tune in.BY RYAN NORTH
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Inter
planetary  

festival

Santa Fe Institute’s  

Join space enthusiasts from around the planet for a two-day celebration of human ingenuity. 
Participants can enjoy open-air concerts, lectures, panel discussions, special sci-fi film screenings, an InterPlanetary arts market, 

technology demos, immersive art experiences, food, and games centered around InterPlanetary topics!

Learn more and register for free at

www.InterPlanetaryFest.org 

Landing in the Santa Fe Railyard June 7–8, 2018
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